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A B S T R A C T  

T h e  results of a multi-year research program to  identiJy the Jac- 
tors  asaoriaied with variations i n  subjective workload uizthin and 
betweerr different types OJ tasks are reviewed. Subjecizve evalua- 
lions oJ 10 utorkload-related factors were obtained J r o m  16 
different urperzments.  The  ezperimental  tasks included simple cog- 
n i t i w  and manual  control tasks,  complez laboratory and super- 
visory control tasks,  and aircraJi simulation. Task - ,  behavior-,  
and subject-related correlates OJ subjeciive workload ezperiences 
w r i e d  as a Junction oJ difficulty manipulations within experiments ,  
different sources OJ workload between experiments .  and individual 
differences in workload definit ion.  A multi-dimensional rating 
scale is proposed in which inJormation about the magnitude and 
sources oJ six workload-related factors are combined io  derive a 
sensitzve and reliable estimate of workload. 

I N T R O D U C T I O N  
This chapter describes the results of a multi-!ear research effort aimed a t  empirically iso- 

lating and defining factors that  are relevant to subjrctivc, experiences of workload and to for- 
mal evaluation of workload across a variety of activities. I t  includes information on how peo- 
ple formulate opinions about workload and hob they express their subjective evaluations using 
rating scales. 

Despite much disagreement about its naturr and definition, workload remains a n  impor- 
t.ant. pracLicallg rele\ ant .  and measurable entity. Workload assessment techniques abound; 
however. subjertive ratings are the most commonly used method and are the criteria against 
which other measures are compared. In most operational environments, one of the problems 
encountered w i t h  the usc of subjective rating scales has been high between-subject variability. 
*e propose a rating t.erhnique by which variability is reduced. Another problem has been that  
the sources of workload are numerous and vary across tasks. sources of workload. The  pro- 
posed rating technique, which is multidimensional, provides a method by which specific 
sources of workload relevant to  a given task can be identified and considered in computing a 
global workload rating. It combines information about these factors, thereby reducing some 
sources of between-subject variability that  are experimentally irrelevant, and emphasizing the 
contributions of other sources of variability that  are experimentally relevant. 
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C o n c e p t u a l  F r a m e w o r k  

K e  began with the assumption that  workload is a hypothetical construct tha t  represents 
the cost incurred by a human operator 1.0 arhieve a partirular level of performance. Thus, our 
definition of workload is human-centered. rather than cask-centered (refs. 1-12, 1-22). An 
oprrator’s subjertivr experience of workload summarizes t h e  influences of many factors in 
addition to  the objertive demands imposed by the task. Thus. workload is not an inherent pro- 
pert!. bu t  rather i t  emerges from the interartion betwerii thr requirements of a task. the cir- 
ruriis1anrec: under which it is performed. and the skills. behaviors, and perreptions of the 
oprrator. Siiirr inan) apparently unrelated variables may rombirre 1.0 create a subjective 
workload experience. a ronreptual framework w a s  proposed (ref. 1-12) i n  which different 
sources and modifiers of workload were enumerated and related (Figure 1). 

Imposed workload refers to  the situation encountered by an operator. The intended 
demands of a task are rreaLed by its objectives, duration, and structure and by the human and 
system resources provided. The actual demands imposed by a task during its performance by a 
specific operator may be modified by a host of factors (e.g., the  environment, system failures, 
operator errors) that  are uniqur to that  occurrence. These incidental factors may rontribute 
either subtle or subst,antial sources of variability to  the workload imposed by the task from 
one performance to  the next. 
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Figure 1 .  Conceptual framework for relating variables tha t  influence human performance and 
workload. 
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System response refers to the behavior and accomplishments of a man-machine system. 
Operators are motivat ed and guided by the imposed demands, but  their behavior also reflects 
their perceptions about what they are  expected 1.0 do and the strategies, effort, and system 
resources expended to accomplish the task objectives. Operators exert effort in a variety of 
ways. Physical effort is the easiest to  conceptualize. observe, and measure, yet its importance 
i n  advanced systems is diminishing. Mental effort serves as  a potent intervening variable 
between measurable stimuli and measurable responses, but it is difficult to  quantify directly. 
S! stem pc,rfornrance represents thr  product of an operator's artions and the limitations, capa- 
hilities. and characteristics of the system ront r o l l d .  Pcrfuriiianre feedback provides operators 
information about their sucress in  meeting task requirrrrienth. allowing them t.0 adopt different 
strategies or exert diffvrenr levels of effort to corrert their OM n errors. 

Experienced workload and physiological consequenres reflert the effert on an operator of 
performing a task. I t  i s  the subjective experience of workload that is t h e  legitimate domain of 
subjertive ratings. However. i t  is not likely tha t  an operat.or.5 experience of workload is a sim- 
ple combination of thv relevant factors. Moreover, ratings ma! be biased by preconceptions. 
Since operators are  unlikel! LO be aware of every task variable or the processes tha t  underlie 
their decisions and actions. their experiences will not reflect all relevant factors. In addition, 
they are  influenced b! preconreptions about the task and their definition of workload. Thus, 
we draw a distinction among the level of workload that  a system designer intends to  impose, 
the responses of a specific man-machine system to  a task, and operators' subjective experi- 
enres. 

The importance of subjective experiences extends beyond its association with subjective 
ratings. The phenomenological experiences of human operators affect subsequent behavior, and 
thus affect their performance and physiological responses to  a situation. If operators consider 
the workload of a task to be excessive the) may behave as though they are  overloaded, even 
though the task demands are objectively low. They may adopt strategies appropriate for a 
high-workload situation (e.g.. shedding tasks, responding quickly), experience psychological or 
physiological distress, or adopt a lower criterion for perfornianre. 

I n f o r m a t i o n  P r o v i d e d  b y  S u b j e c t i v e  R a t i n g s  
I n  romparison \I ith other workload assessment methods (refs. 1-15, 1-22), subjective rat- 

ings m a j  come closest 10 rapping the essence of niental workload and provide the most gen- 
erally valid and sensitive indicator. They provide the onl! source of information about the 
subjective impact of il t.ask on operators and int.egrat,e the effects of many workload contribu- 
tors. However. there arc prartiral problems associated with translating a personal experience 
of workload into a formalized workload rating. People often generate evaluations about the 
difficulty of ongoing experierrres and the impact of those experiences on their physical and 
mental state. However. they rarely quantify, remember, or verbalize these fleeting impressions. 
In fact, they may not identify their cause or effect with the concept of "workload" a t  all. 
They are  aware of their current behavior and sensations and the results of cognitive processes, 
although they are  nor aware of the processes themselves (refs. 1-8, 1-18). Only the most recent 
information is directly accessible for verbal reports from short-term or working memory. 
Thus. a great deal of information may be available as  an experience occurs; however, the  
experience of each moment is replaced by that  of the next one. The workload of an activity 
may be recalled or re-created, but the evaluation is limited Lo whatever information was 
remembered, incidentally or deliberately, during the activity itself. For these and other rea- 
sons. subjective ratings d o  not. necessarily include all of the relevant information and they 
may include information tha t  is irrelevant. 

Workload is experienced as a natural consequence of many daily activities. However, a 
formal requirement to quantify such an experience using experimentally-imposed rating scales 
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is nor  a natural or commonplace activity and may result in qualitatively different responsrs. 
For this reason, Turksen and Moray (ref. 1-25) suggested that  the less precise "linguistic" 
approach provided by fuzzy logic might. be appropriate for workload measurrment because 
people naturally describe their experiences with verbal terms and modifiers (e.g., "high", 
"easy", or "moderate") rather than with numerical values. If workload is a meaningful con- 
struct. however, it should be possible to  obtain evaluations i n  a variety of ways either while a 
task is being performed or a t  its conclusion. 

A formal requirement t o  provide a rating does encourage subjrcts to  adopt a more rareful 
mode of evaluation. to exprrss tlirir judgrrirnts i n  a standardized format. arid to adopt the 
evaluation criteria imposed b! t h v  experimenter. \Vorkload evaluations are typically given 
with reference to arbitrar! scales labeled with nurnbrrs or verbal descriptions of the magni- 
tudes represented by extremr values. Thrsr  often have no dirert analog in  the physical world. 
Sinre it is unlikely that individuals rrmember specific instances o f  lo-. medium or high work- 
load to servr as  a mental rrferenrr scale labeled "workload". absolutr judgements or comparis- 
ons across different types of t.asks are not generally meaningful. For features that  can be 
rneasurrd i n  physical units, i t  is possible to distinguish among absolute, relative and value 
judgements from the objective information available. For workload ratings, i t  is relatively 
more difficult to distinguish between an "objective" magnitude estimate and a judgement 
niadr in  comparison to a n  internal reference. Rating formats might include discrete numeric 
\ alurs. alternativr descriptors, or distances marked off along a continuum. Finally, rating 
scales might be single-dimensional or multi-dimensional requiring judgements about several 
I ask-rrlated or psychological variables. 

Evaluating Ill-Defined C o n s t r u c t s  
It is likely that  the cognitivr evaluation processrs involved when people makr workload 

assessments are similar to those adoptrd whrn they evaluate other complex phenomena. 
Evaluation is typically a constructivr process. operating on niiiltiple at1.ribute.s of available 
information. I t  relies on a series of infrrenrrs in  which the weight and value that an individual 
places on each piece of information may be unique and refers to their existing knowledge base 
(ref. 1-1). Some evaluations are relatively direct, based on immrdiat,r sensory or perceptual 
processes, whereas others involvr organization of background knowledgr. infrrence, and relat.. 
ing existing knowledge to different aspects of the current situation. We feel that  t,he experience 
of workload represents a combination of immediate experiences and preconceptions of thr  
rater and is, t,hrreforr, the result of constructive cognitive processes. 

I n  niaking many judgements, people apply heuristics that  are natural to them and seem 
to br appropriate to the situation. Heuristics simplify evaluation and decision processes 
because they can be applied with incomplete information, reducing the parameters that  must. 
be ronsidered by relating the current situation to  similar events in the rater's repertoire. How- 
ever, their use may lead to systematic biases (ref. 1-26). Different components of a coniplex 
construct may be particularly salient for one individual but not for another and for one situa- 
tion but not. another. Thus, different information and rules-of-thumb ma) be considered. 

The heuristics used to generate evaluations of various physiral features ran be deter- 
mined systematically. This is done by varying different featurrs of a n  objert and comparing 
the evaluations to  the objective magnitudes of the components. If there is a direct mapping 
between an increase in a relevant, physical dimension and the obtainrd rvaluation, the nature 
of the relationship can be identified. These relationships are  not likely to be linear, however. 
Rather, noticeable differences in one or more dimensions are proportional to  the  magnitude of 
the change. In addition, by varying the wording of written or verbal instructions, or presenting 
different reference objects, the basis and magnitude of judgements can be manipulated (ref. I- 
10 , I - l l ) .  
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When people eva1uat.e the workload of a task there is no objective standard (e.g.. its 
"actual" workload) against which their evaluations can be compared. In addition there are no 
phjsiral units of measurement that. are appropriate for quantifying workload or many of i ts  
component attributes. This absence of external validation represents one of the most difficult 
problems encount,ered in evaluating a candidate workload assessment technique or the accu- 
racj of a particular rating. There is no objective workload continuum, the "zero" point and 
upper limits are unclear. and intervals are often arbitrarily assigned. The problem of a "just 
rioticeablr differenre" is particularly acute in  workload assessment. since rating dimensions are  
often indirect I! relatril tcr ohjective. quantifiable, physical dinrrrisions. 

The attributes that contribute to workload experienres bar? between tasks and between 
raters because workload is not iiiiiquely defined by the objective qualities of the task demands; 
workload ratings also reflect ari operaLor's response t o  the task. Thus, the workload experi- 
ences of difTerrrit iridi\ iduak faced w i t h  identical task rc-quirerrients may be quite different 
because the relationship b e t ~ e e i i  objective rhanges in a task arid the magnitudes of workload 
ratings is indirect ratlier than direct. This factor distinguishes workload ratings from many 
other types of judgements. Furthermore. if workload is caused by one particularly salient 
source or by very high levels of one or niore fartors, then it  is likely that  other factors will not 
be considered i n  formulating a workload judgement. Specific workload-related dimensions 
might be so irnperativr, or so imbedded i n  a particular context, that  they rontaminate other, 
less subjectivelj salient factors. Conversely, less salient factors cannot be evaluated without 
also considering those that  are  more salient. 

Individuals' Workload Definitions 

Two facets of subjective workload experiences are  of interest: the immediate, often unver- 
balized impressions that occur sponta~ieously, and a rating produced in response to  a n  experi- 
mental requirement. I t  is unlikely that the range of ratings that  subjects typically give for the 
same task reflects misiriterpretation of the question--most people have some concept of what 
the term workload meaiis. However. they use the most natural way to think about it for them- 
selves. Individuals ma) consider different sets of variables, (which may be identical to those 
experimenter intended) because they define (and thus experience) workload in different ways. 
The amount of "work" t h a t  is "loaded" on them, the time pressure under which a task is 
performed. the level of effort exerled. success in meeting task requirements, or the psychologi- 
ral and physiological roiisequences of the task represent the most typical definitions. Thus, one 
individual's "workload" rating ma! reflect her assessment of task difficulty while another's 
might reflrrt the let el o f  effort he exerted. I t  is impossible to  identify the source or sources 
of a workload rating froin the magnitude of th r  numeric value. 

111 general, p e o p l ~  are unaware of the fuzziness of their own definitions or the possibility 
that theirs might be diflerent than somcaone else's. Given more informat.ion about what factors 
the) should consider. thry can evaluate these fartors (e.g.. they can rate stress, fatigue, frus- 
tration. task demands, or effort) even though the) might not naturally include them in a sub- 
jective experience of workload. However. i t  seems to be intuitively unlikely that  their global, 
personal experiences of workload would be affected by instruction t o  consider only one or two 
aspects of a situation. 

Thus, we assume that  workload represents a collection of attributes tha t  may or may not 
be relevant in controlling assessments and behavior. They depend on the circumstances and 
design of a given task and the  4 priori bias of the operator. The natural inclinations of 
different individuals t,o focus on one task feature or another may be overwhelmed by the types 
and magnitudes of factors tha t  contribute to  the workload of a specific task. For example, the 
workload of one task might be created by time pressure, while that  of another might be 
created by the stressful conditions under which it was performed. The  workload of each task 
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can be evaluated, but the two apparently romparable ratings would actually represrnt two 
different underlying phenomena. 

S o u r c e s  of R a t i n g  V a r i a b i l i t y  
Workload ratings are subject to a variety of task- and operator-specific sources of varia- 

bility. some of which have been mentioned above (e.g.. identifiable biases held by t,he raters or 
the objective manipulations of task parameters). Othrrs represrnt t.hr less predirtable. but 
measurable. behavioral responses of operators to the task. The reniaiiider a r r  more difficult to  
ident if.: differences i r i  sensit ivity 1.0 the types and magnit titles of task nianipulations. nlotiva- 
t ion. expectations. and subjective anchor points aiid inter\ al values. The large between- 
subject variabilit! ctiaracteristir of subjective ratings does riot, therefore. occur exclusively as 
a consequenrc of random e r r o r  or "noise.". Instead, many of the sources of variability can be 
ident.ified and minimized through giving inst.ructions, ralibrating raters by demonstrating con- 
crete examples, providing reference tasks. and identifying subjective biases and natural infer- 
ence rules. The waorkluad experienres o f  operators are dificult to modify, but the procedures 
with which evaluations are obt.ained ran b( designed 1.0 reduce unwanted between-subject 
sources of variability. 

R e s e a r c h  A p p r o a c h  
The goal of the research described below wan to drvelop a workload rating scale tha t  pro- 

vides a sensitive summary of workload variations w i t h i n  and between tasks that  is diagnostic 
with resprct 1.0 the  sources of workload and relati\el) insensitive to  individual differences 
among subjects. We formulated a conceptual framework fo r  discussing workload that  was 
based on the following assumptions: workload is a hypothetical construct; it represents the 
cost incurred b) human operators to achieve a specifir level of performance and is not, there- 
fore. uniquelq defined by t tie objective task demands: arid i t  reflects multiple attributes that  
may have different relevance for different individuals; i t  is an implicit combination of factors. 
Although the experience of workload may be commonplace, the experimental requirement to  
quantify such  an exprrienre is not. Kevertheless, subjective ratings may come closest. to tap- 
ping the essence of mental workload and provide the most generally valid, sensitive and practi- 
cally useful indicat.or. The ability of subjects to  provide numerical ratings has received limited 
theoretical attention because ratings a re  subject to "undesirable" biases. In fact, these biases 
may reflect interesting and significant cognitive processes (ref. 1-1). In  addition, although 
there may be wide disagreement among subjects in the absolute values of ratings given for a 
particular task, the rank-ordering of tasks with respect to workload is quite consistent and the 
magnitudes of differenres in ratings among tasks arc' reasonably consistent. There is a com- 
rnori thread t h a t  unites subjective ratings that can be ternied "workload". The problem is how 
to maximize t.hr contribution of this unif! ing component 1.0 subjective rat.ings. and to  identify 
and minimize the  infiuenres of other, experinirntallj irrelevant. sources of variability. 

To accomplish this, a set of workload related factors was selerted and subjective ratings 
were obtained in  order to determine the following: ( I )  What factors contribute to workload? 
( 2 )  What are their ranges. anchor points. and interval values? (3) What subset of these factors 
contributes to  the workload imposed by specific tasks'! and ( 4 )  What do individual sub- 
jects take into account when experiencing and rating workload? The following sections review 
the results of a series of experiments tha t  were undertaken to provide such a da ta  base. The 
goal was  to  provide empirical evidence about which factors individuals do, or do not associate 
with the experience of workload and the rules by which these factors are combined to  generate 
ratings of overall workload. 

First, we analyzed the da ta  within each experiment to  determine the sensitivity of indivi- 
dual scales, overall workload (OW) ratings, and weighted workload ( W W L )  scores to experi- 
mental manipulations. Next, the data  from similar experiments were merged into six 
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categories. Correlational and regression analyses were performed on these data ,  as  well as on 
thr  entire da ta  base, to det.ermine ( 1 )  the statistical association among ratings and (2 )  the 
degree to  which these srales, taken as a group, predicted OW ratings. The results of these ana- 
lyses were then used to select a limited set of subscales and the weighting procedure for a new 
multi-dimensional workload rating technique. 

M'e found tha t ,  although the factors that contributed to the workload definitions of indi- 
vidual subjerts varied as  predicted, task-related sources of variability were better predictors of 
global workload experiences than subjective biases. .4 model of the psychological structure of 
the subjertive workload estimation process evolbed from the analyses performed on this data  
base. I t  is presented i n  Figure 2. 

This model represents the psychological strurture of subjective workload evaluations. It 
is adapted from a similar strurture proposed by .4nderson (ref. 1-1) for stimulus integration, 
since the process of workload assessrrlent is alniost certainly an integrative process in  which 
external rvent.s art. translared into subjective experiences and overt responses. The objective 
mental. physiral. and temporal demands (hlD.1'1) and TD) t.hat are imposed by a task are  
multi-dimensional and may or may not rovar!. They are rharacterized by objective magni- 
tudes ( h l )  and levels of importance ( I )  specific L O  a task. \+'hen the requirements of a task are  
perceived by the performer, their significance, magnitudes. and meaning may be modified 
somewhat depending on his level of experience. expectations, and uridrrst.anding. These 
psychological variables, which are counterparts to the objective I ask variables, are represented 
by md, pd, and td. They yield emotional (e.g.? FR). rognitive. and physical (e.g., EF)  
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Figure 2. A model of the subjective workload estimation process. 
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rrsporiws that ma) be evidenced as measurable overt behaviors (BH). The results of the indi- 
L idual.' actions nray be self-evaluated (e.g., OP), t.hereby leading to adjustments i n  the  levels 
o r  types of responses or a re-evaluat ion of task requirements. These subjertive evaluations, 
too. ma! or may not covary w i t h  each other and,  although they are related to  the objective 
demands. specific st.iniulus attributes may differentially influenrc behavior under different cir- 
ruinstanres. Subjrctively weighted ( w )  combinations of such variables can be integrated into 
a rorripositca exprriencc of workload (Ewl ) .  This implicit experience may br converted into an 
explicit workload The resulting 
~ a l u e s  do  riot repreherit intirreiit propert,ie\ of t h v  objectivr demands. Rather, they emerge 
from t,tieir in t  rract i o n  w i t h  a specific operat or. III order t.o prrdict and understand the relation- 
ship betwerri objrctivc, [,ask nrariipirlations and rated norkload. t.he salient. factors and the 
rules by which thr)  arc objertively and subjertiLelj combined mus t  he identified and an 
apprupriatia proredurr developrd t i 1  ohrain an a r rura t r  sunimary evaliiation. 

Ttiiis. 1 \ 1 1 )  type5 o f  i r i f o r i ~ ~ n t i o n  are needed ahout earh factor included i n  a multi- 
dirnrnsional workload  scale: ( 1 )  its subjrctivc. importance as  a source of loading for tha t  type 
of task (its weight). and ( 2 )  its magnitude i n  a particular example of t h e  t.ask ( the numerical 
value of a rating). f:or rxarnplr. the mental demands of a {.ask can be the most salient feature 
o f  i t 5  deriiaiid structure. althoirgh the amount of such demands ran  v a r y  from one version of 
the  task t o  another. Ctinversely, the valur of one might vary at different. levels of the other: 
tirrie pressure might beromr relrvant only uphen it is high eriough 1.0 interfere with perfor- 
mance. 

.4 rat.ing scale is proposed, the NASA-Task Load Index (NASA-TLX), tha t  consists of six 
romporient srales. An average o f  these six scales, weighted t,o reflrct the contribution of each 
fart.or to the workload of a specific activity from the perspective of the rat.er, is proposed as an 
integrated measure of overall workload. Finally, the resulth of a validation and reliability 
study are described. See Referenre Section I l l  for a listing of recent experimental uses of the 
NASA-TLX. 

rating ( R w l )  i n  response to an rxprriment.al requirement.. 

R e s e a r c h  O b j e c t i v e s  a n d  B a c k g r o u n d  
Our first s tep was t o  ask people engaged in  a wide range of orrupations t o  identify which 

of 19 factors were subjrrtively equivalent to  workload. related to i t ,  or unrelated (ref. 1-13). 
Surprisingl), nonr of the fart,ors was ronsiderrd t o  be irrelevant by morr than a few raters, 
and at least 14 o f  t h e  factors wcre considered t o  be subjertively rquivalent to workload by 
more than 60"; o f  them. No rrlationstiip hetween t he rc*sponsr patterns and the evaluators' 
rducational o r  ocrupat iorial backgrounds were found. 

Our n e x t  strp was t o  ask sevrral groups o f  suhjerts to rvaluate their experiences with 
rrspert to the 14 inost salient factors follriwirig a variety of laboratory and simulated flight. 
tasks (refs. 1-2. 1-14.1-29). Different concepts of workload were identified by determining which 
rornponent ratings cokaried wit.ti an overall workload rating that  was provided by each subject 
after earh experimental condition. Several fartors (e.g.. task difficulty and complexity, stress, 
and ment.al effort) were consistently related to workload across subjects and experiments. 
Other fact.ors (e.g.. time pressure, fatigue, physiral effort, and own performance) were closely 
related under some experimental conditions, and not under others. 

Again, the most salient factors were selected and a set of 10 bipolar rating scales were 
developed (Figure 3):  Overall Workload (OW),  Task Difficulty (TD), Time Pressure ( T P ) ,  
O w n  Performance (OP) ,  Physical Effort (PE), Mental Effort (ME),  Frustration ( F R ) ,  Stress 
(ST) ,  Fatigue (FA), and Activity Type (AT) .  A T  represented the levels of behaviors identified 
by Rasmussen (ref. I- 19): skill-based, rule-based, and knowledge-based. It has been suggest.ed 
that  the three levels of behavior are associated with increasing levels of workload (refs. 1-16, I- 
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Low, High 

t ione ,  Rushed 

Failure, Pe rje c t 

None,  
lnipossible 

None.  
Impossible 

Fulfilled, 
Ezasperated 

Helazed, Tense 

Exhausted, Alert 

Skill Based,  
Rule Based,  
Knowledge 
Based  

- - ~~~~~~~~ ~ ~- 
Descriptions 

T h e  total  workload associated with the 
task,  considering all  source^ and  com- 
ponents. 

Whether the  task was easy or  demand- 
ing, simple or complex, exacting or for- 
giving. 

T h e  amount  of pressure you felt due  to  
the  rate at which the  task elements 
occured. Was  the task slow and leisurely 
or  rapid and frantic? 

Ilow successful you think you were in 
doing what we asked you to d o  and how 
satisfied you were with whal you accom- 
plished. 

~~~~ ~~~ . ~~~ - __~___ 

T h e  amount  of mental  and/or  perceptual 
activity t.hat. was required (e.g. ,  thinking, 
deciding. calculating, remembering, look- 
ing. searching. etc.). 

T h e  amount of physical activity that 
was required ( e  g . .  pushing. pulling, 
turning conLrolling. activating, e tc . ) .  

How insecure. discouraged. irri tated.  and 
annoyed versus secure, gratified, content,  
and complacent you frlt. 

HOW anxious norried.  uptight,  and har- 
resed or calm. tranquil, placid, and 
relaxed you felt 

How tired. weary, worn o u t ,  and 
exhausted o r  fresh, vigorous, and  ener- 
getic you felt 

T h e  degree t o  which the  task required 
mindless reaction to  well-learned rou- 
tines or  required t h e  application of 
known rules or  required problem solving 
and decision making. 
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2s) .  l k h  wale was prrsrnted as  an 12-cm line with a title (e.g., MENTAL E F F O R T )  and 
bipolar descriptors a t  each end (e.g.. lIIGH/LOW). Numerical values were not displayed, but 
\slurs ranging from 1 to 100 were assigned to scale positions during da ta  analysis. This set of 
scales was used to evaluate the experiences of subjects in  25 different studies. The ratings were 
obtained after each exprrimental task. The results obtained in  16 of these experiments are the 
focus of th r  rurrrnt chapter. Since the resrarrh questions and erivironnients differed from one 
ruperiment 1.0 the n e x t .  the d a t a  base includes a broad set of experiences in which the associa- 
I i o n \  arnong workload-related factors, global ratings of workload, and measures of perfor- 
irianre coi i ld IN c \  aliiated. 

The relat i \  c* iiriport.ance of the nine component factors to  each subject's personal 
defiriitiori of workload w a s  determined i r i  a pretrst. All possible pairs ( n  = 36) of the nine fac- 
tors wrre presented i n  a different random order to  each subject. The member of each pair 
srlectrd as  most relwant 1.0 workload was rerorded and the number of times each factor was 
selected was roriiputed. The resulting values could range from 0 (not relevant) to 8 (more 
important than an! other factor). The more important a factor was considered t o  be, the 
more weight the ratings of that  factor were given in computing an averagr weighted workload 
srorr (M'M'L)  for each rxperiinental roridition. 'These da ta  were obtained for two reasons: (1)  
to examine (.he relat.ionship between the expressed biases of subjects about each factor and the 
associations between the magnitude of the ratings for the same factors and rated OW, and (2) 
to use thrse as weights in  combining the nine bipolar ratings to produce a workload score that  
erriiilated the heuristics that  subjects reported using. 

In comput.ing thc weighted workload scores, we assumed the following: (1) The factors 
considered in forrnulnt,ing a single OW rating varied from one subject to the next, contribut- 
ing to between-subject (B-S) variability. (2) Subjects would be able to evaluate all of the fac- 
tors (even though they might not normally consider them in evaluating workload). (3) The 
subjects could judge the magnitudes of the component factors more acrurately and with less 
B-S variability than they rould the fuzzier concept of OW. (4 )  The ratings the subjects made 
iiiight represent tl ir " raw data"  for subjects' natural inference rules. (5) Rj combining these 
coniporierit jridgei~lerits arrording to each subject's own inference rules (as reflected in the 
workload weight,s). an estimat.r of workload could be derived (WM'I,)  that. would be less vari- 
able herweeii subjects than ratings of OW. (6) The combination rules would be linear. (7)  The 
weighted averaged ratirigs would reflert the general import.ance of the fact.ors to individual 
subjects and their rated magnitudes i n  a given task. 

Our goal  as 1.0 detrririirie which scales best reflected experimental manipulations within 
experiments. differentiated arnong different types of artivities, provided independent informa- 
tion. and Here subjectively and enrpirirally associated with global workload ratings. To 
accomplish this. nr at tempted LO ul)t,ain information about the individual and joint relation- 
ships among thr  nine fartors. OM'. and experimental manipulations from many perspectives t,o 
obtain the most coinplete understanding of the underlying functions. 

OVERALL RESULTS 

The experiments included in the d a t a  base described in this chapter a re  listed in  Refer- 
ence Section 11. Each one was analyzed individually and the relationships among performance 
measures, ratings, W WL scores, and experimental variables have been reported elsewhere. 
Thus, specific experimental results will not be described below. Instead, more global state- 
ments germane to the definition and evaluation of workload in general will be made for 
categories of similar experiments and the entire da ta  base. Although many of the same sub 
scales and the weight,ing technique were used in other experiments, these were not included 
either because the raw d a t a  were not readily available or because one or more subscales were 
not used (refs. 1-5, 1-17, 1-27, 1-28). 
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The da ta  were divided into two "population" da ta  bases. The rating da ta  base con- 
tained 3461 entries for each of the 10 scales and WWL. The weight da ta  base contained the 
workload biases given by the same 247 subjects. Figure 4 presents the average weights given 
to the nine factors. and presents the average ratings. Tables l a  and l b  show the correlations 
among the weights placed on each factor and among the ratings, respectively. Figure 5 
presents the relative frequency distributions of obtained ratings and W W L  scores. 

A variety of statistical analyses were performed within individual experiments t,o demon- 
strat,e the effectiveness of the experiment.al manipulations. They included analyses of variance 
and correlations among measures of workload and performance. In addition, multiple correla- 
tions among individual rating scales were performed. the coefficients of variation (SD/Mean) 
for OW and for WWL were computed for individual experimental conditions, and sensitivity 
tests were conducted to compare the percent,ages of variance accounted for b) the OW rating 
scale and the WWL score. Additional analyses were also performed on the groups of da ta  in 
each categorj and for the entire dat,a base. Yon-parametric Komalgorov-Schmirnoff tests (ref. 
1-23) were performed to compare distributions of ratings given for each scale among the 
categories of experiments and against the "population" da ta  base. Standard multiple correla- 
tions were performed among the scales and among the workload-importance weights. 

The individual scales were correlated with OW to  determine the associations of each one 
with the more global construct across all categories and within each category. In addition, all 
nine scales were regressed against O W  to determine the percent of variance in OW ratings for 
which their linear combination accounted. 

Stimulus attributes were under only limited experimental control and may have been too 
inter-correlated to  discriminate among the range of individual dimensions represented in either 
individual or collective experiments. Furthermore, the variability in generating workload rat- 
ings may not have depended solely on the experimentally imposed tasks (ref. 1-1) because 
raters may or may not have perceived the task parameters in  the same way (which could lead 
to a subject by task interaction). Finally, the fact that there was multi-collinearity among the 
component scales suggests tha t  the beta weights for individual factors may not have reflected 
their individual and joint predictive power. IVevertheless. the beta weights (Table 2a) taken in 
conjunction with the correlations between each factor and OW enabled us to identify the pri- 
mary sources of workload in  each type of task. For simplicity's sake. any correlation that  
accounted for more than 50 percent of the variance will be considered. The squared correlation 
coefficients for each fact,or with OW' are  presented in Table 2b. 

Weights 

Although there was considerable disagreement among subjects about which combinations 
of factors best represented their concept of workload, S O ~ C  consistent trends were observed 
(Figure 4a). T P  was considered the most important variable, followed by FR. ST, ME and 
TD. PE was considered the least important variable and FA and A T  were also relatively 
unimportant. The importance assigned to each factor appeared to  be relatively independent of 
that  assigned to  any other (Table la) .  To some extent this is an artifact of the pairwise com- 
parison technique with which the weights were obtained; every decision in favor of one 
member of a pair of factors was made a t  the expense of whatever factor was not selected. The 
greatest statistical association was found between A T  and S T  (-0.50) or F R  (-0.40); if the type 
of activity performed was considered particularly important, feelings of ST or FR were not 
considered relevant, and vice versa. The next highest degree of association was found between 
OP and FA (-0.46) or ST (-0.35); subjects who equated workload with success or failure on a 
t a s k  did not consider their feelings of FA or S T  to be relevant and vice versa. This suggests 
that  there may be a t  least two patterns of workload definition: one based on t a s k  and 
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__ - ~~~ ___ .. __ - _ ~ ~ _ _ _ ~ ~ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - .  

~~~ ~~ ~~ -. 
Table 2a 

Beta weights for ratings regressed on OW ( *  =p<.01)  
~ ~ 

.- - .___________ ~ - ~~~ 

r2 TD TP  OP PE ME FK ST FA AT 
SING L E-COG N 1 TI VE .75 .50* .02 .13* .06 .16 -.03 .09* .07* .06 
SINGLE-MANI'AL .81 .47 *.13* -.14* .11*  .2R* -.02 .26' -.03 -.02 
DI' A I,- TASK .85 .49' . I  1* -.11* .13* .34* .01 .03 .lo* -.01 
FITTSUEKG .80 .56* .03 .05 .04 .18* .04 .lo* .02 .06 
POPCORN .65 .4R' .23* -.12* .02 -.07* .17* .09* -.08* .07* 

~ _ _ _  - -~ 

SIM 1; 1, AT I ON S .77 .79* .03 .05 .04 .22* -.in* .05 -.lo* .09* 
POPULATION .73 .55* .09* -.02 .07* .21* .01 .lo* -.01 .01 

~ 

~~~ - - - ~ _ _ _ _ _ _  
Table 2b 

Variance in OW accounted for by each factor for each experimental category 
~ ~~ ~ -~ - __._.. ~ _ _ ~ _ _ _  -. 

._____~. -___._____ 

TD TP  OP PE ME FR ST FA AT 

SINGLE-MANUAL .69 .36 .19 .26 .58 .48 .52 .20 .05 
DUAL-TASK .77 .58 .34 .36 .71 .49 .50 .19 .I8 
FITTSBERG .74 .44 .I5 .26 .58 .48 .38 .18 .I6 
POPCORN .59 .55 .29 . I9  .40 .37 .37 .09 .09 

.74 . I3  .14 . I 8  .42 . I1  -20 .04 .01 SIMULATIONS 
POPULATION .69 .36 .25 .27 .53 .39 .38 .16 .09 

________~_ 
SINGLE-COGNITIVE .69 .26 .25 .I4 .52 .41 .30 .17 .14 

L 

_ _  -~ ~~ .. ~~ 

Table la: POPULATION 
Correlations among subjective importance values of 9 workload-relaled factors 

~ ~ ~~ ~ - 
ST 
~. .____~_ -~ 

.24 
-.50 -.34 

TP  OP PE ME FK 
- 

-.08 -.24 
-.31 -.07 

ME . I6  -.24 -.01 -.05 

ST -.21 .07 - .24 -.35 - .28 .32 
FA -.21 -.03 -.46 .03 -.36 .10 
AT .08 -.I7 .08 . I 7  .30 -.40 

-.37 .05 -.21 -.26 -.30 

~ -~ 
. . ~~~-~-_____ ~~~ ~~ 

Table lb:  POPULATION 
Correlations among raw bipolar ratings and OW 

_______~___.. .~ __ ____ 
~ ~~ ~~ ~ ~ . ____~_ ._  -~ 

P E  ~ ~  ME.^^ ~~~ FR -~ ~ ~~~ - 
TD TP OP ST FA AT 
.64 
.58 .50 
.53 .57 .38 
.76 .58 .53 .4i 
.65 .60 .68 .45 .6 1 
.63 .66 .48 .56 .60 .71 

~ ~~~~~ ~~~ -~ ~~~~~ 

.33 .40 .40 .37 .51 .52 

.29 . l I  .20 .30 .21 .2  I . I  1 

.60 .50 .52 .73 .63 .62 .40 .30 
. ~ - ~ ~ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ~ - .  - . ~ 
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performance related factors and another based on the subjective and physiological impact of 
tasks on the performer. 

R a t i n g s  

The grand means of the 10 scales across all of the experiments were not equivalent (Fig- 
ure 4b) .  This suggests either that  the range of tasks was not sufficiently representative of the 
possible ranges for dill'erent scales, or that  the bipolar drsrriptions used t o  anchor the scales 
Here not subject.ively equivalent,. Average ratings given for the 1 0  scales ranged from 25 (PE) 
to 42 ( M E ) .  Overall rating variability was relat.ively ronsistent across t,he ten scales (SDs 
ranged from 20 t o  24). As expected, the W W L  scores were less variable (SD ~ 17) .  

Figure 5 depicts the frequenry distributions of ratings obtained across all experiments 
and subjects for each factor. The relative frequencies represent the average magnitude of rat- 
ings on each factor scaled in 10 point incremenk The distributions of individual scales were 
quite different. TD, OP,  ME, and OW ratings, and WN'L scores were normally distributed 
across subjects and experiments. T P .  ST. FA. and PE distributions were skewed; most of the 
ratings were relatively low, but there were insranres in which very high values were given. AT 
ratings were birnodally distributed. The peaks rent.ered between the points designated "skill- 
based" and "rule-based" and between those designated a s  "rule-based" and "knowledge- 
based". Each distribution was compared to every ot.her using the Kornalgorov-Schmirnoff 
test. Significant dilfererices were found among all of the distributions except among OW, TD, 
and T P .  The greatest differenres were found between \ V W L  scores (which rombines elements 
from all of the other scales weigkited t,o reflect. the individual subject's biases) and the indivi- 
dual scales. 

'The rank-order correlation between mean OW ratings and M'WL scores within each 
experiment and across all experiments was very high (0.99). However. t he  coefficients of varia- 
tion were substantially less for the W W L  scores (0.39) than for OW ratings (0.48). Thus, the 
reduction in variability found for WU'L scores was not simp11 due to the smaller magnitudes 
of t.hese scores (mean ~~ 35) compared to  OW ratings (mean = 39) but represented a mean- 
ingful reduction of unwanted "noise". Thus, the linear combinat,ion of ratings, weighted 
acrording to  the information available about each subject's natural inference rules? discrim- 
inaled among experimental conditions a t  least as  well a s  a single OW rating. More significant, 

la) RATED IMPORTANCE OF lb) AVERAGE SUBJECTIVE RATINGS 
WORKLOAD-RELATED FACTORS 

3' 
a ''111n 0 

40 

u30 

I- s 20 

10 

0 

TD TP OP PE ME FR ST FA A 1  
WORKLOAD-RELATED FACTORS 

TO TP OP PE ME FR ST FA AT OW 
WORKLOAD-RELATED FACTORS 

Figure 4. 
ten factors by all subjects ( N s  = 247) and for all experimental conditions ( N s  X Nc = 3461). 

Summary of a priori importance (4a) and task-related magnitudes (4b) assigned to 
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load as  expressed in the preliminary pair- 
wise comparisons to the empirical relation- 

however, was the finding that  B-S variability was less for WWL scores than for OW rat,ings in 
every experiment. The coefficients of variation were computed for each experimental condition 
and averaged for each experiment. They ranged from 0.19 to 0.73 for OW ratings and from 
0.17 to 0.60 for WWL scores. The average reduction in variability was 20% between OW rat- 
ings and WWL scores. although it was as great as  46q for some experiments. Also, in all 
cases, differentially weighting the bipolars to  produce W U’L reduced B-S variabilit,y and 
increased sensitivity to  experiment.al manipulations beyond that which could be obtained by 
rornputing a simplc average of individual srales. The B-5 variability of the equal weighting 
srheme fell between that  of WN’L and the OM ratings. Thus. we were able to synthesize a 
workload estima1.e from the elemental values given by the subjects ( the  bipolar ratings) by 
combining them according to  an approximation of their own inference rules ( the weights). 
This derived score appeared to reflect a common fartor in  each experimental condition (its 
overall workload), but with less variabilit) among subjects than OW ratings. 

A significant, positive association was found among many of the rating scales (Table 
Ib) .  Most of the correlations were significant, because so many d a t a  points were included, 
but  not all of them accounted for a meaningful percentage of variance. The highest correla- 
tions were found between ME and T D  (0.76) and between S T  and F R  (0.71); however, only 
the correlations between T D  and OW and between M E  and OW accounted for more than 50 
percent of the variance (Table 2b). 

TD, ME, and S T  had the highest loadings in the regression equation that  related rat- 
ings on the nine component factors t o  OW (0.55, 0.21, and 0.10, respectively) (Table 2a). 
Although FR was significantly correlated with OW, it contributed nothing to  the OW regres- 
sion equation. This could reflect the fact that  it was so highly rorrelated with most of the 
other factors (e.g., TD, T P ,  OP,  ME, ST,  FA)  that  it did not contribute independently to 
OW. T P ,  often ronsidered to  be a primary component of workload, contributed surprisingly 

AT 5.60 .01 .so 
PE 2.21 .07 .52 

little to the regression equation (loading = 

0.09). It is possible that  this occurred 
because T P  was not delib~rately manipu- 
lated as  a source of loading i n  many of the 
experiments. AT w a s  notably unrelated to 
the other factors and did not contribute 
significantly to  the OW regression equa- 
tion. FA,  also, was relatively unrelated to  
the other scales, most likely because the 
effects of fatigue were counterbalanced 
across experimental conditions (by varying 
the order of presentation for different levels) 
in most of the studies. 

It is interesting to  compare the associ- 
ations between the nine facLors and work- 

Table S 

A priori rank-order of factors (weights) 
I comDared to emoirical associations with 

OW ratings 
Correlation with: 

ow Weight Loading 

TP 4.75 .09 .60 
TD 4.50 .55 .85 
ME 4.36 .21 .75 
OP 3.95 -.02 .50 
ST 4.56 .10 .62 
FR 4.51 .01 .63 
FA 5.56 -.01 .40 

ships observed bet ween ratings on the same 
factors and OW ratings. Table 3 summar- 
izes the a priori evaluations (the weights), the loadings for each factor in the OW regression 
equation, and the correlations between ratings on each scale and OW ratings across all sub- 
jects and experimental conditions. As you can see, there were some discrepancies. Most not- 
ably, TP was judged to  be more closely related to  OW (i t  was given the highest weight) than 
was apparent from the experimental results. The same was true for OP. On the other hand, 
PE was rarely selected a s  an important component of workload (it was given the lowest 
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weight). but ranked 5th in the regression equation. These results, taken in combination with 
the success of the derived workload score in reducing B-S variability wit,hout substantially 
improving sensitivity t u  experimental manipulations, suggest that  other factors influenced the 
association between component factors and OW in addition to the differences among subjects' 
workload definitions. 

EXPERIMENTAL CATEGORIES 

The da ta  from similar types of tasks were grouped into six categories to determine 
whether different sources of loading (e.g., mental or physical effort, time pressure, task 
difficulty) did in fact rontribute to the workload of different kinds of activities. Some studies 

TASK DIFFICULTY TIME PRESSURE OWN PERFORMANCE 

"r\ 
PHYSICAL EFFORT 

I OVERALL WORKLOAD 

0 

1 FRUSTRATION 

WORKLOAD 

0 20 40 60 80 100 0 20 40 6 0 -  80 100 
RATING INTERVAL RATING INTERVAL 

FATIGUE 

ir\l 
0 20 40 60 80 100 

RATING INTERVAL 

1 INDICATES MEAN FREQUENCY 

FIGURE 5 .  RELATIVE FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS1 OF RATINGS AND WWL SCORES 
FOR ALL SUBJECTS AND EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS (Nc X Ns = 3461). 
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provided da ta  from different experimental conditions for more than one category. 
categories are 

T h e  

( 1 )  Simple, discrete tasks that emphasized S I N G L E  C O G N I T I V E  activities 
(refs. 11-2, 6, 7, 10, 1 1 ,  13, 14) ,  

(2) Continuous S I N G L E - a x i s  M A N U A L  control tasks (refs. 11-2, 14). 

(3) D U A L - T A S K  experiments pairing c o n r u r r c ~ ~ ~  but unrelated cognitive and 
manual ront rd  activities (refs. 11-2, I S ) ,  

( 4 )  F I T T S B E R G  tasks where response selection and execution elements were 
functionally integrat,ed and sequentially executed (refs. 11-6, 7, 11, 13, 16), 

(5) P O P C O R N  task supervisory rontrol simulations (refs. 11-1, 4,  5 ) ,  

(6) S I M U L A T I O N S  conducted in a motion-base, single-pilot, simulator (refs. 

The same analyses that were performed on the "populat.ion" da ta  bases were performed 
for each experimental category. In addition, each category was compared t,o the  "population". 
The presence of task-related sources of variability in workload w a s  determined by examining 
the rorrelation maLrices of factors, the correlation tables of fartors by categories, and the 
regressions of the subscales on OW (Table 2a). 

Our expectation was that. different factors would rontribute in different amounts 
to  the overall workload of various types of tasks. For example, ME should be more salient 
for the SINGLE-COGNITIVE tasks, whereas P E  should be more important for the 
SINGLE-MANUAL tasks. TP should be a particularly important source of workload for the 
POPCORN tasks, as  this was the primary factor that  was experimentally manipulated, 
whereas i t  should play a minor role in the FITTSBERG tasks, a s  TP was not deliberately 
manipulated there. 

K e  assumed that the subjects included in each category represented a random sampling 
from the population a5 a whole and tha t  there would be no systematic differences in workload 
biases of subjects who participated in one category of experimental tasks as  compared to 
another. Since the workload biases were obtained in  advance of each experiment, they should 
represent relatively stable opinions held by the subjects. rather than the effects of specific 
experimental manipulations. In fact, this was  what we found. However, considerable variabil- 
ity was expected within each cat.egory due to the individual differences tha t  are the focus of 
the weighting technique. Because the weights given by the subjects in  each category were not 
significantly different from the population, the specific values obtained for each category will 
not be presented. 

11-3, 8, 19). 

SINGLE-COGNITIVE C a t e g o r y  
The SINGLE-COGNITIVE category included da ta  from seven experiments. Each exper- 

imental task generally presented one stimulus and required one response for each trial. The 
primary source of loading was on cognitive processes. Five groups of experimental conditions 
were the single-task baseline levels for other experiments. The tasks included (1) a spatial 
transformation task presented visually or auditorily and performed vocally or manually; (2 )  
variants of the Sternberg memory search task presented visually or auditorily; (3) choice reac- 
tion time; ( 4 )  same/different judgements; ( 5 )  mental arithmetic; (6) time estimation; (7) 
greater/less than judgements; (8) entering a number or a number plus a constant with 
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FIGURE 6A. SIN(;LE-COGNITIVE CATEGORY 
SUMMARY OF RATINGS (Ns X NL = 554). 

FIGURE 6B. SINGLE-MANUAL CATEGORY: 
SUMMARY O F  RATINGS (Ns X Nc = 240). 

TD TP OP PE ME FR ST FA AT OW 

WORKLOAD-RELATED FACTOR 

FIGURE 6C. DUAL-TASK CATtGORY: 
SUMMARY OF RATINGS (Ns X Nc = 732) 

fin "" I 

TD TP OP PE ME FR ST FA AT OW 

WORKLOAD-RELATED FACTOR 

FIGURE 6D. FITTSBERG CATEGORY: 
SUMMARY OF RATINGS (Ns X Nc = 9 18). 
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FIGURE 6E. POPCORN CATEGORY: 
SUMMARY O F  RATINGS (Ns X Nc = 504). 

FIGURE 6 F .  SIMULATION CATEGORY: 
SUMMARY O F  RATINGS (Ns X Nc = 396). 

TD TP OP PE ME FR ST FA AT OW TD TP OP PE ME FR ST FA AT OW 

WORKLOAD-RELATED FACTOR WORKLOAD-RELATED FACTOR 

*INDICATES GRAND MEAN OF POPULATION IN = 34611 
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different input devices; (9) memory span; (10) flight-related heading calculations; and (1  1) 
mental rotation. 

time ( R T ) .  The typical 
finding was that  accuracy decreased and RT increased as the difficulty of the information pro- 
ressing requirement.s was increased. In addition. performance differences were found between 
alternative display (e.g., audirory versus v isua l )  and response modalities (e.g., voice, keyboard, 
microswitc.h, touch-screen, joystirk). For ever! experimental t.ask, workload ratings tended to 
follow the same patt.erns a s  performance nieasures: higher levels of subjective workload 
acrompanied poorer performance. In addition. st i r r iulus  and response modalities that degraded 
performance were also rated a s  having higher workload. 

The ratings obtained for the SINGLE-COGNITIVE tasks were either equal to  or lower 
t.han the overall means (Figure 6a). P E  in particular was considered to  be very low, reflecting 
the task characteristics. The ratings were somewhat more variable than the norm, possi- 
bly reflecting the diversity of tasks with which they were obtained. Despite this, only three 
of the rating distributions differed significantly from the "population" distributions: OW, T D  
and PE. Relatively few scales demonstrated strong statistical relationships with each 
other. However, T D  was  highly correlated with M E  and FR, and FR was also highly corre- 
lated with T P  and S T  (Table 4). Only T D  and M E  had correlations that, accounted for more 
than 50 percent of the variance in OW (Table 2b). 

Performance was  evaluated by percent correct and reaction 

SINGLE-MANUAL Category 

A variety of one and two-axis tracking tasks were included i n  this category. As with 
SINGLE-COGNITIVE, these tasks represented the single-task baseline levels for other 
categories. The primary source of loading was the physical demands imposed by different 
experimental manipulations: ( 1 )  the bandwidth of the forcing function (three levels in each 
experiment), (2)  order of control (constant or variable), and (3) the number of axes controlled 
( 1  or 2). The display modality was visual, the response modality, manual 

Performance and workload levels covaried with the bandwidth manipulations; as  
bandwidth increased, subjective workload and tracking error increased. In addition, the vari- 
able order of control tasks were performed more poorly and were rated a s  having higher work- 
load. Finally, two-axis tracking was considered t o  be more loading than one-axis tracking. 

In general, SINGLE-MANUAL ratings were higher than the "population" ratings. (Fig- 
ure 6). FR and S T  ratings in particular were higher than for any other tasks, possibly 

-_ .- 

Table 4: SINGLE-COGNITIVE 
7 _______ ~~ _ _  

T D  T P  O P  P E  ME FR S T  FA A T  
TP .47 
OP 
P E  
ME 
F R  
S T  
FA 
A T  
ow 

.4 1 

.34 

.74 

.64 

.50 

.34 

.34 

.83 

.40 

.29 

.49 

.60 

.55 

.43 

.17 

.51 

.I3 

.40 .36 

.59 .29 .57 

.37 .39 .45 .71 

.28 .35 .28 .52 

.17 .08 .31 .20 

.50 .37 .72 .64 

.54 

.19 

.55 
.16 
.41 .37 
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reflrcting the subjerts' perceptions that  some of the conditions were relatively uncontrollable. 
ME was rated relatively higher than might be expected by the nature of the tasks. AT w a s  
rated as  "skill-based". The subjects thought their own performance was generally poorer 
than on other tasks. Most of the rating distributions were significantly different from the 
"population" distributions except for W WL. ME, PE,  and ST. Particularly high correla- 
tions among the scales were found between T D  and ME, among FR. TP and PE.  and among 
S'T. ME. FA and 12R (Table 5 ) .  As might be expected from the nature of these tasks. a rela- 
tively high correlation was found between OM' and PE. However. only TD, ME and S T  had 
rorrelations that  accounted for mow than 50 percent of the \ariarice (Table 2b). 

DUAL- T A SK Category 

The da ta  from two experiments were included in this category. In each one, continuous 
one- and two-axis iracking tasks were combined with a discrete, cognitively loading task. 
Difficulty on the tracking task was manipulated by varying the order of control and 
bandwidth of the forcing function. For one experiment, the discrete task was three levels of 
difficulty of an auditory Sternberg memory search task, presented as  a pilot's call-sign; 
responses were vocal. For the other, a spatial transformation task was presented visually or 
auditorily; respons~s were vocal or manual. Each task was presented in its single-task form 
first. The d a t a  from these baseline conditions are  included in the SINGLE-COGNITIVE and 
SINGLE-MANUAL categories. The DUAL-TASK conditions represented different combina- 
tions of difficulty Irvels for the two tasks. Time-on-task was manipulated, as well, (ref. 11-2) 
to determine the relationships among fatigue, workload, and event-related cortical potentials 
in response to the call-signs. 

For one experiment, performance on both task components was degraded by time-on- 
task. Tracking performance was also related to bandwidth. OW, FA, tracking error, and the 
amplitude of the positive component of the event-related pot.ential were all significantly and 
positively rorrelated. For the second experiment (ref. 11-15), the visual input modality for the 
spatial transformation task imposed less workload and interfered less with tracking perfor- 
mance. Speech output  resulted in better performance (on  both tasks) and less workload than 
manual output  because the latter interfered more w i t h  the manual responses required for the 
tracking task. Subjective ratings were less sensitive to output modality manipulations than 
to input modality manipulations and to task combinations than individual task levels. 

- ~ ~- 
~~ 

-- Table 5: SINGLE-MANUAL 
Correlations among bipolar ratings 

~~ 

~ 

______ 
~ - _. ~~~ 

TD TP OP PE M E  FH S T  FA AT 
- 

TP .49 
OP .57 .32 
PE .39 .78 .20 
ME .75 .39 .44 .29 
F R  .72 .47 .69 .39 .69 
ST .61 .54 .50 .43 .65 .78 
FA .39 .34 .35 .32 .42 .54 .67 
A T  . I5  .25 .02 .31 .26 .15 .23 . I 4  
OW .83 .60 .44 .51 .76 .69 .72 .45 .22 

- 
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DI'AL'TASK ratings were higher, on the average, than the "population" means (Figure 
6 r ) .  I t  is not surprising they were higher than the component single task ratings, but it is 
somewhat surprising tha t  they were higher than the ratings that were given for apparently 
more romplex simulat,ed flying tasks. DUALTASK distributions were significantly different 
from the corresponding "population" distributions for TD, PE. FR. ST,  and FA. Among the 
srales, a few high correlations were notable (Table 6): TD with TP and ME; TP wit,h ME, 
FH and ST: OP with Ft l ;  and FR with ST--patt.erns almost identiral to  those observed for the 
"population". Again. TD,  ME and ST were all highly correlated wit,h OW accounting for 
niort' t.han 50 percent of its varianre. reflectitig a patt,erri similar 1.0 that found for SINGLE- 
hl.AN1'.41,. 111 addition, TI' also arrouiited for niorc than 50 perrent of the variance in OW. 

FITTSBERG Category 

The FITTSBERG paradigm provides an alternative to the traditional dual-task 
paradigm in which two unrelated tasks are performed within the same interval. With the 
FITTSBERG paradigm, the component tasks are functionally related and performed serially: 
thc output or response 1.0 one serves to initiate or provide information for the other. A 
target acquisition task based on FITTS Law (ref. 1-9) is combined with a SternBERG 
rnenrory search task (ref. 1-24). Two identical targets are displayed equidistant from a cen- 
tered probe. Subjerts arquire the target. on the right, if the probe is a member of the memory 
set and the target on the left, if it is not. A wide variety of rwpnnse selertion tasks have been 
usrd in  addition to the Sternberg memory search task: ( I )  rhoice reaction t.ime, (2) mental 
arit hrrietir. (3) pattern matching, ( 4 )  rhyming. (5) time (6) predirtion. 
\Iorkload levels for one or both components of the complex task were either held constant 
o r  syst,eniatically increased or decreased within a blork of trials. I n  addition, t,hc 
stimulus modality of the two components was the same (visuallvisual) or different 
(aiiditorg ,visual). 

Response selection performanre was evaluated by reaction time (RT)  and percent 
rorrert. Target acquisition performance was evaluated by movement t,ime ( M T ) .  MT but not 
HT increased as target acquisition difficulty was increased. RT but not MT increased as the 
rognitive difficulty of response selection was increased. Information sources, processing 
requirements. and workload levels of the first stage (response selection) appeared to  bcs rela- 
t.ively independent of those for the serond stage (response execution), even though some or 

estimat.ion, and 

~- ~ ~ ~~ ~ ~~~~ ~ 

~ Table-6: DUAL-TA SKS~- ~ . 

FA A T  

. ~ _ ~ ~ ~ _ _ _ _ _  . ~ ~~~~ . ~ 

Correlations among bipolar ratings 
~~ __ -. -~ ~~ ~~ 

~~~ . . ~~~ ~ 

TD 'I'P OP I'E ME E'R S T  
~ ~~~~~~ _ _ _ ~ ~  . - ~~ ~~~~ ~ ~ 

TP .72 
01' .65 .57 
P E  .s2 .66 .43 
ME .H3 .70 .59 .46 
F H .69 .74 .79 .52 .69 
S T  .65 .73 .54 .57 .69 .77 
FA .33 .42 .50 .40 .34 .59 .49 
AT .39 .42 .37 .35 .48 .47 .41 .36 
OW .88 .76 .58 .60 .84 .70 .71 .44 .43 
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inany of the processing stages were performed in  parallel, and the activities required for one 
siniult.aneously satisfied some of the requirements of the other. Performanre decrements 
were not found for one t.ask component in response to an inrrease in difficulty of the ot her. 
Instead. performance and workload ratings for the combined tasks integrat,ed the com- 

ponent load levels FITTSBERG ratings and RTs were less than the sum of those for the 
component tasks performed individually. There was only a small "conrurrenre" cost of about 
40 rnsec for RT and a 14'T increase in ratings for the  combined task over single-task baseline 
levels. 

FITTSI3F,R<~ ratings were gc>nerally Ion P X C C ~ ~ J ~  for .\T (Figure, 6 d ) .  The component 
tasks uere  not individiiall) difficult and sut)jerts integrated them behaviorally and suhjer- 
tively. with a consequent "savings" in experiericed workload. In addition, rating variability 
was less than usual. Consequently. all of the rating distributions were signifirantly different 
from t tie "populatioil" distributions. 

TD,  TP.  ME, S T  and FR 
(Table 7 ) .  The assoriation between TP and T D  is somewhat surprising. as  TP is not deli- 
berately manipulated in  the FITTSBERG paradigm. The fart that RT was the primary per- 
formance metric rriay have influenced subjerts to  respond as  quirkly as  possible-a self- 
imposed time pressure. However, the design of the experimental t.ask did not itself impose 
time constraints or limits. The low association between OP and OW is also surprising 
berause performance feedback was given frequently. Although TD, TP, ME, and FR were 
higtil! correlated w i t h  OW, only the correlations between TD and O W .  and M E  and OW 
accourited for more than 50 percent of the variance. 

The following ratings were highly corre1at.e.d wit.h each other: 

POPCORN Category 

The POPCORN task is a dynamic, multi-task, supervisory control simulation. It 
represents operational environments in which decision-makers are responsible for serni- 
automatic systems, Its name. "POPCORN." reflects the appearance of groups of task ele- 
ments waiting to  be performed (they move around in a confined area and ''pop" out when 
selected for performance). Operat,ors decide which tasks to  d o  and which procedures to  fol- 
low based on their assessment of the current and projected situation. the urgency of 
specifir tasks. and t.he reward or  penalty for performing or failing to perform them. 
Simulated control functions provide alternative solutions to different rircumstances. They are  
selected with a magnetir pen and graphics pad and exeruted by automatic subsystems. 

- - Table 7: FITTSBERG 
Correlations among bipolar ratings 

~ _ _ _ _ _ _ - ~ ~  
~~ 

~~- - -~ ~. .~ 
S T  FA AT 
-~ 

T D  T P  OP P E  ME FR 
~ ~ _ _ - ~ ~ _ _  

TP .68 
OP .3a .39 
PE .50 .56 .16 
ME .76 .54 .34 .47 
FR .69 .67 .45 .44 .63 
S T  .60 .75 .19 .51 .52 .70 
F R  .4 1 .39 .20 .25 .3a .46 .52 

OW .86 .66 .39 .51 .76 .69 .62 .42 .40 
A T  .36 .17 .05 .23 .42 .20 .15 .13 

~ ~~ 
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T h u s ,  rontrol acbivities are intermittent and discrete. Task difficulty can be varied by 
rhanging the number of tasks, elements/task, scheduled arrival times for successive 
groups of task elements, speed with which elements move, and penalties imposed for pro- 
crastination. The penalties include imposing additional operations or accelerated rates for 
delayed tasks, dedurting points from the score, and losing control over when deferred tasks 
could be performed. 

Exprrinients rondurt.ed w i t h  t,his simulat ion drtermined the contributions of 
diffrrent task variablrs 1.0 workload and t.heir behat ioral and physiological consequences. 
Performanre was evalirated by examining the srore.  number of unprrformed elements, and 
rompletion time. Schedule 
complexity. number of different tasks (rather thaii the number of elements in each one), 
and time-pressure-relatrd penalties for procrastination werr significantly reflected in the 
subjective. behavioral. arid physiological responses of subjects. 

Average rating magnitudes were higher for this group of experiments than for any 
other (Figure 6 e ) ,  and their variability was greater. F A  was the only factor rated as  lower, 
even though experimental sessions oft.en lasted as long as 5 hours. Distributions of ratings 
wrre significantly different from the "population" distributions for every factor except OP. 
Hrcause TP was the primary way in which workload levels were manipulated, T P  ratings 
were highly correlated wit.h TD. ME, FR,  ST, and OW ratings (Table 8) and were consider- 
ably higher than the grand mean (46 vs 32). 

This task was considered to  be the most unpredict.able and knowledge-based of the exper- 
imental categories ( A T  = 43 v s  34). P E  ratings were higher as well. Even though the com- 
puter actually performed the requested functions. , virtually continuous selections were 
required to  activate the appropriate functions. This was reflected in a significant correlation 
between OW and T P .  However, PE ratings were not highly correlated with OW acros: 
different rnanipulat~ions. FA and AT were not highly correlated with O W ,  either, because FA 
levels were counterbalanced across conditions and A T  was relatively constant across all 
conditions. In this cat.egory, only T D  and TP  accounted for more than 50 percent of the vari- 
anre  in OW. 

Strategies were evaluated by analyzing the functions selected. 

SIMULATION Category 

Three aircraft simulations were combined for this rategory. Earh was conducted in a 
They were designed to determine the contributions of motion-base general aviation trainer. 

OP 
P E  
ME 
FR 
S T  
FA 
AT 
OW 

.68 

.51 

.77 

.65 

.69 

.39 

.27 

.77  

.69 

.57 .55 

.82 .65 .53 

.66 .74 .5 1 .58 

.71 .65 .59 .71 .68 

.25 .16 .22 .30 2 6  .24 
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.41 .43 .55 .37 .42 .53 
.I4 
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individual flight-task components to overall workload and to  compare the obtained levels of 
workload to those ilredicted by a model. Workload was evaluated by performance on con- 
current secondary t.asks and ratings. The first experiment (ref. 11-8) required control over 
one (e.g. heading), two (e.g., heading. speed), or three (e.g. heading. altitude, speed) com- 
ponents, with irrelevant dimensions "frozen." As expected, workload increased as the  
difficulty and complexity of each maneuver increased. The second experiment (ref. 11-9) cou- 
pled more coniple\ flight-task maneuvers. building up to  simulated instrument 
approaches. Again. workload levels increased as the romplexity of flight-task components 
increased. I n  tlie final experiment (ref. 11-3). two scenarios. one "easy" and one "hard." 
were flown. Rating5 were obtained during and imn~ediatel) after each flight. For all three 
experiments, the various workload measures that were obtained reflected the same underlying 
phenomena, although the subjective ratings were consistently the most sensitive. 

With two exreptions (TP and AT ratings were considerably lower), SIMULATION 
ratings were similar 1.0 the "population" means (Figure 6f). This is surprising, considering 
the apparent11 great.er magnitude and complexity of task demands imposed on the  pilots. In 
addition, the variability among ratings was the lowest of any category. This might reflect 
t,he fact that  all of the experimental subjects were instrument-rated pilots familiar with 
the types of tasks prrformed. A T  was considered to be the most "skill-based" of all of the 
tasks included in the 16 experiments. Statistical associations among individual scales were 
lower for this category of experiments than for the rest (Table 9 ) .  The highest correla- 
tions were found among ME, T D  and OP,  and among PE, TD,  TP. and ST.  TD was the only 
factor that  had a strong correlation with OW (accounting for more than 50 percent of its vari- 
ance) 

CONSTRUCTING A WORKLOAD RATING SCALE 

Several key points emerged about the subjective experience and evaluation of workload: 
(1) A phenomenon exists that  can be generally termed workload, but i ts  specific causes may 
differ from one task 1.0 the  next. (2)  Ratings of component factors are more diagnostic than 
global workload ratings. (3)  Subjects' workload definitions differ (thereby contributing to  B-S 
variability): however. the specific sources of loading imposed by a task are  more potent deter- 
minants of workload experiences than such a przori biases. ( 4 )  A weighted combination of the 
magnitudes of factors that  contribute to  subjects' workload experiences during different tasks 
provides an integrated measure of overall workload that is relatively stable between raters. 

OP .4 1 
PE .46 
ME .64 
FH .43 
S T  .53 
FA .32 
AT .19 
OW .86 

.25 

.61 .25 

.20 .42 

.35 .63 

.64 .38 

.24 .43 

.33 -.13 

.36 .38 
- 

.31 

.29 .38 

.60 .36 .58 

.26 .28 .50 .39 

.24 .02 -.01 .20 -.04 

.42 .65 .33 .45 .21 .08 
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One of our goals in gathering workload and workload-related ratings, i n  addition to  the 
information they provided about experimental manipulations, was to  amass a da ta  base which 
would allow us to  examine the relationships among different task, behavior, and psychological 
factors in order to  crrate a valid and sensitive rating technique for subjective workload assess- 
ment. Our assumption was tha t  the scale would t)r multi-dimensional, but  that  th r  
number of subscales should be less than the number used fo r  research purposes. Thus. 
the first st,ep was to  select the most appropriate set of subscales. The second step was to  
drlerrnine how t.o combine these subscales t o  drrivr a workload score sensitive to  different. 
sourcrs and definitioiis of workload between ta5ks and raters. ‘The final step was to  determinr 
the best procedure for obtaining numeric values for these subscales. 

S u b s c a l e  Se lec t ion  
We reviewed the information provided by each scale used in the 16 experiments to  select 

the subscales. They should represent the types of phenomena that  influence subjective work- 
load rxperiences in a broad range of tasks (e.g., task-related, subject-related, and 
performance-relaled fartors), although the importance of individual factors might vary from 
one type of task to the next. Our goal was to  select no more than six factors, so ratings could 
be obtained during, as  well as  following, activities performed in operational environments. The  
following information was considered: ( 1 )  sensitivity to  differences between tasks (Figure 7), 
(2 )  sensitivity to experimental manipulations within tasks(Tab1e Za), (3) association with sub- 
jective ratings of OW (Tables Ib ,  3, 4-9), (4 )  independence from other factors (Tables Ib ,  3, 
4-9), and ( 5 )  subjective importance to raters (Tables l a ,  3; Figure 4a) .  The following state- 
ments about the factors include information drawn from individual rxperiments, categories of 
experiments, and the entire da ta  base. 

T a s k - R e l a t e d  Sca les  
Three of the original scales focused on the objective demands imposed by the 

experimental tasks. They were TD,  T P ,  and AT. 
T a s k  Diff icul ty .  A rating of T D  provides the most direct information about subjects’ 

perceptions of the demands imposed o n  them by a task. T D  was considered to be 
moderatel) relevant to  individual subject.s‘ definitions of workload in the preliminary pairwise 
comparisons. However, the empirical relationship found bet.ween T D  and 0 W ratings was 
substantially greater than its a priori association. In all but one of the 16 experiments, this 
scale reflected the same experimental manipulations as  OW; T D  contributed significantly to  
the OW regression equations in all six categories of experiments. T D  was not statistically 
independent of t.he other factors that  were also found to  be important, however. This reduced 
the informalion i t  provided about the workload of different tasks. Although the T D  scale was 
quite sensitive to  differences between categories of experiments, its diagnostic value might 
have been improved if different sources of T D  had been distinguished (e.g., mental versus phy- 
sical). 

T i m e  Pressure. TP has been included as a primary factor in most operational 
definitions and models of workload, where it is quantified by comparing the time required for a 
series of subtasks to  the time available, and it w a s  selected as  the factor most closely related 
to workload in advance of the experiments. However, TP ratings proved to  be generally insen- 
sitive to  manipulations within these experiments. TP ratings were only moderately correlated 
with OW ratings for individual experiments and categories of experiments. It did discriminate 
among different types of tasks, however. These findings a re  due, in  part, to  the fact tha t  TP 
was not explicitly manipulated as an experimental variable in many of the experimental tasks. 
Nevertheless, TP was highly related to  more than half of the other variables (the correlation 
coefficients were greater than 0.70) in 60% of the experiments. It was most closely associated 
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with PE,  ME, FR,  and ST--subject-related variables--rather than to  the other task-related 
variables, however. This suggests that  perceptions of high or low T P  occur because of (and 
may, in turn, affect) subject-dependent rather than other task-related variables. 

Subjects selected AT as  a more important contributor to workload 
than i t  appeared to be from the empirical results. Furthermore, although A T  did discriminate 
well among categories of tasks. these differences had little or no relationship with their work- 
load levels; the predicted association between skill-based activities and low workload or 
knowledge-based artivities and high workload was not found. AT ratings never correlated 
significantly with OW and they rontributed little to t,he O K  regression equations. Although 
t,he type of task performed should have some association with the workload it imposes, this 
scale did not succeed in identifying such a relationship. 

Summary of T a s k - R e l a t e d  Sca les .  We found that  only two task-related scales, T D  
and TP, provided significant information about workload. Furthermore,we propose dividing 
the T D  scale into two subscales (mental and physical) to  identify the specific sources of 
imposed workload within and between tasks. Thus, three task-relat,ed factors were selected: 
Physical Demands (PD) ,  Mental Demands (MD),  and Temporal Demands (TD) .  These three 
factors represent the most common ways that  workload differences are  manipulated across a 
broad range of activities. They do not represent the cost of arhieving task requirements for the 
operat.ors, however, nor how successful operators were in doing so. 

A c t i v i t y  T y p e .  

B e h a v i o r - R e l a t e d  Sca les  
The three scales in  this category (PE,  ME, and O P )  provided subjective evaluations of 

[,he effort tha t  subjects exerted to satisfy t,ask requirements and opinions about how successful 
they were in doing so. 

P h y s i c a l  Ef for t .  Alt.hough P E  is a romponent of most traditional definitions of work- 
load, most of the subjects considered i t  a priori to be essentially unrelated to workload. 
Empirically, however, this factor discriminated among the different types of experiments and 
reflected experimental manipulations for tasks with physical demands as  a primary work- 
load component. P E  ratings were generally low, reflecting the typical nature of laboratory 
and simulation tasks. Heavy, physical exertion was never required in any of these experi- 
ments. PE was not highly correlated with OW within most experiments, however, and did 
not contribute significantly t o  the OW regression equation in half of them. It did pro- 
vide an independent source of information about the subject's experiences, as  P E  ratings 
were not highly correlated with ratings of other factors. Its strongest association was with 
TP (for tasks in  which higher levels of imposed T P  required higher response rates) and S T  
(for more complex tasks). 

M e n t a l  Effor t .  an 
increasing number of operational tasks because operators' responsibilities are moving 
away from direct physical control to supervision. A priori, M E  was considered 
moderately important to our subjects. Empirically. however, M E  ratings were highly corre- 
lated with OW ratings in every experimental category and were significantly related to  
the independent variables in most experiments. ME ratings discriminated among different 
types of experimental tasks, as well, and it was the second most highly correlated factor with 
OW. M E  ratings were highly correlated with many other task and subject-related variables 
(e.g., TD, FR,  and ST). Thus, the information it provided was somewhat reduced by its 
lack of independence. 

Own P e r f o r m a n c e .  Success or  failure in meeting task requirements was considered a 
praorz as moderately related to  workload. Although OP ratings did not discriminate 
between types of experimental tasks, it did provide useful and significant information 

M E  has become an important contributor to  the workload of 
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about how the suhjects perceived the quality of their performance. O P  ratings were 
significantly correlated with O W  ratings in half of the experiments and categories of 
experiments. and they were relatively independent of other ratings, in comparison to  the 
general finding of high statistical associations. 

S u m m a r y  of B e h a v i o r - R e l a t e d  Scales .  .4lthough P E  and ME each provided 
significant and relatively independent information about the workload of many experimen- 
tal tasks. we feel that a single Effort (EF)  scalc might be sufficient to  represent this aspect 
of workload. This was an arbi t rar j  decision, considering the useful information P E  and M E  
contributed to workload ratings. However, since one of our goals was t.0 reduce the number of 
bipolar scales, we felt that  a combined EF scale could capture the information provided by P E  
and ME. The additional information in the original PE and ME scales not captured by E F  
(e.g., the specific source of the load) would be provided by the new MD and PD scales. 

Information about the specific source of demands (e.g.. physical or mental) can be 
obtained more dirertly by asking subjects to  evaluate the objective demands tha t  are placed 
on them than by asking them t o  introspect about the amount of mental or physical effort 
exerted. Furthermore, subjective evaluations of task demands can be compared with objective 
task manipulations for the purpose of validation and prediction. In addition, the B-S varia- 
bility of ratings for task-related factors should be lower (because the only source of variabil- 
ity would be differrnces in  individuals’ sensitivity and understanding), whereas there are a t  
least two interactive sources of variability for behavior-related ratings (the actual levels of 
effort exerted by each subject, as well as  their ability to  evaluate these levels introspectively). 

The subjects’ (,valuations of the success or failure of their efforts to accomplish task 
requirements provided a valuable source of information about workload, because subject’s 
appraisal of perforniance during a task affects subsequent levels and types of effort exerted. 
Furthermore, performance decrements observed in  operational environments often prompt 
workload analyses. Thus, some information about performance should be included in any 
workload assessment technique, even if it is only in  the  form of a subjective evaluation. 

S u b j e c t - R e l a t e d  Sca les  
These scales focused on the psychological impact on the subjects of task demands, 

behavior, and performance on the subjects. They included FR,  ST,  and FA. 
F r u s t r a t i o n .  Subjects reported, o priorz, that  FR was the third most relevant factor 

to  workload. Empirically, FR ratings were significantly correlated with OW ratings in most 
individual experiments and all categories of experiments. FR did not contribute significantly 
to  the OW regression equations, however. This could reflect the fact that  FR was not an 
independent factor: it was strongly correlated with ever) other factor except AT and PE.  F R  
was only moderatel) sensitive to  experimental manipulations, yet it discriminated among five 
out of the six categories of experiments. The range of FR ratings across categories was sub- 
stantial, further suggesting that  they provide useful information in distinguishing among types 
of activities. 

S t r e s s .  S T  has been included in many other subjective rating techniques and is often 
equated with elevated levels of workload in operational environments. Subjects in these exper- 
iments rated ST as  the second most important factor in the pretest. Within experiments, S T  
ratings reflected the same manipulations t h a t  influenced OW ratings. However, S T  ratings did 
not discriminate among different types of tasks, it was rarely associated with objective meas- 
ures of performance and it was the least independent scale (it was highly correlated with every 
other scale except AT). For this reason, it contributed relatively less to the O W  regression 
equation than i ts  high degree of correlation with OW would suggest. 
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F a t i g u e .  FA was relatively unrelated to  workload in both a priori opinions and 
empirical ratings. Even though the range of FA ratings was the greatest for any scale arross 
rategories of experiments (it ranged from 24 to  42),  FA ratings rarely covaried with objective 
performance measures, OW ratings or other factors. One explanation for this lack of rela- 
tionship could be that, fatigue was not manipulated as  an experimental variable in most of 
the studies. In  general, it appeared that  subjects regarded fatigue as  a separate phenomenon 
from workload. 

S u n i i n a r y  of S u b j e c t - R e l a t e d  Scales .  In a mult,i-diniensional rating technique, it is 
impartant to retain some information about t,he psychologiral impart on subjects of perform- 
ing the tasks. U orkload, especially the subjective experience of workload. reflects more than 
the objertivr demands imposed on an operator. I t  is apparent from their high intercorre- 
lation. however, that  both FR and S T  scales are  not necessary. ST might be too global a 
dimension, This terrri, like workload itself, can mean many different things. The term 
has been applied to  task, environmental, and human phenomena (e.g., heat stress, 
time stress, emotional stress, physical stress, physiological stress). In fact, an excess of 
almost any dimension can be termed "stress". FR, in a relatively less ambiguous way, relates 
task requirements, exerted effort, and success or failure. It provides information about how 
comfortable operators felt about the effectiveness of their efforts relative to  the magnitude of 
the task demands imposed on them. Although FA can be an experimentally and operationally 
relevant variable, it  was not found to  be related t o  the experience of workload; thus, it was 
not, included as  a component of the multi-dimensional rating scale. 

Overall W o r k l o a d  R a t i n g s  
Although OW ratings were significantly associated with experimental manipulations 

in most experiments, and distributions of O W  ratings were significantly different from one 
experimental category to  the next, the B-S variability within experimental conditions was 
high; coefficients of variation were often as  great as  0.50. In addition, OW ratings appear to 
reflect different variables in different tasks. Although it is not likely that  this contributed t o  
B-S variability within experimental conditions (all subjects experienced the same experimen- 
tal difficulty manipulations). it does suggest that  global workload ratings cannot be compared 
between tasks. Even though OW ratings provide the most direct and integrated information 
about the issue i n  question -- workload -- the! may reflect time pressure for one task, varia- 
tions in effort in  anot.her. and different levels of decision making complexity in yet another. 
Each level of integration has a simplifying effect, reducing complex attributes to  progressively 
more global summaries. There is a point where higher levels of integration cease to  provide 
useful summarization and begin to mask important underlying phenomena. A global workload 
rating may represent such a point. The component scales can identify variations in  sources of 
loading, as well as  their magnitudes, and a weighted combination of them was shown to pro- 
vide a more stable measure of OW than the global scale itself. This suggests that  it is not 
necessary to obtain a specific OW rating as  long a s  the appropriate components are rated and 
can be combined. 

W e i g h t e d  W o r k l o a d  S c o r e  
The weighted averaging procedure succeeded in reducing B-S variability for all experi- 

mental conditions. However, the general information tha t  was obtained in the pretest 
about differences in workload definition were not sufficient to  characterize the specific 
experiences of subjects tha t  were unique to  individual experimental situations. Thus, the 
W W L  score did not achieve the desired level of improvement in statistical sensitivity to 
experimental variables. Subjective estimates of weighting parameters would have been more 
useful had they been obtained with reference to  a specific experience (e.g., the  experimental 
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task) than in the  alistract. Self-evaluations obtained in a context are  preferable because 
the) provide direct information about the interaction of factors within that  context (ref. 
1-1). and it is this that determines the level of workload. 

Verification of Selected Subscales 

T h r  high correlations between many of t.he factors and OW within different categories 
indicate that multipli dimensions arcs required to represent the workload of different types of 
tasks. There is a generic coniponent of workload acros5 tasks as reflected i n  t.he correlations of 
TD. F f t .  ST. and MI. wit,h each experinient.al rategor!. The task-sprcifir romponent of work- 
load that is present i r i  some (.asks and not i n  others is reHected i n  Ti’ and PE. One factor 
(OP)  is moderatel! rialated throughout th r  different types of tasks but is never a primary con- 
tributor to workload. The other two factors (FA and AT)  are generally unrelated within and 
between tasks, and consequentlj were excluded from the new set of subscales. 

Before selecting the final set of subscales, several additional analyses were per- 
formed. The scales were rank-ordered from most to least relevant: TD, FR,  TP, ME, PE,  
OP, ST.  FA. AT. Three scales were eliminated (ST. FA, and AT) ,  and two were combined 
( E F  -: ME and PE).  ‘The five remaining scales were regressed on OW (Table 10). The percent 
of variance accounted for by these six scales did not decrease by more than .02 from the vari- 
ance accounted for by the original nine scales for any of the s ix  categories. The proposed divi- 
sion of TD into Menlal (MD) and Physical Demands (PD) could not be simulated with the 
existing da ta  base. 

We examined the three subscales in our da ta  base that  are similar to those used in 
another popular mu11 i-dimensional rating scale, the Subjective Workload Assessment Tech- 
nique (SWAT) t o  determine whether these factors alone might provide sufficient information. 
With the SWAT technique, a preliminary card-sort is performed by each subject to rank-order 
27 combinations of three levels (low, medium, high) of the three factors (time load, psycholog- 
ical stress, and mental effort) with respect t o  the importance they place on them in their per- 
sonal definition of workload (refs. 1-6, 1-7, 1-21). Conjoint analysis techniques are applied to  
provide an interval scale of overall workload tailored for individual differences in  definition. 
Subjects provide ratings of low, medium. or high for the three factors following the perfor- 
mance of each experimental task. A single rating of overall workload is obtained by referring 
to the position on t.hr interval scale identified by that  combination of values. 

I t  appears tha t  one of the key assumptions of conjoint analysis (i.e ., statistical indepen- 
dence among the components) was not supported b) the da ta  from these experiments; ratings 
of TP. ME, and ST mere highly interrelated. Correlations between TP ratings and S T  ratings 

_ _ _  -- 
Table 10 

a subset of rating scales regressed on OW (*=p<.Ol) - _ _ ~  
r2 TD TP OP EF F R  

SINGLE-COGNITIVE .74 .59* .06* .14* .18* .04 
_-__-- 

SING L E-MAN U A L .79 .54* . lo* -.12* .28* .15* 
DUAL-TASKS .84 .54* . lo* - . lo*  .32* .11* 

FITTSBERG .78 .60‘ .04 .04 .22* . lo*  
POPCORN .64 .52* .25* -.15* .oo .22* 
SIMULATION .75 .77* .04 .06 . la*  - . lo*  
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were 0.50 or greater, bet,ween TP and M E  were 0.65 or greater, and between ME and S T  
were 0.45 or greater in all experiments. For many experiments, correlations were 0.70 or 
higher. Furthermore, it appears tha t  these three factors alone are not sufficient to  represent 
the range of factors tha t  contribute to  workload for a broad range of experimental and opera- 
tional tasks, as mentioned above. 

From a practical, rather than a psychometric, point of view, the independence of 
workload-related fact,ors presents less of a problem. First. f o r  fartors t.hat are both highly 
related to each other and reflect experimental manipulations. their shared contribution to a 
weighted estimate of overall workload is simply enhanced, reflerting the ar tual  situation. 
Second. behavior-relat.ed and subject-related factors necessarily reflert task-related factors. Yet 
task-related fartors alone do not provide information about the behavioral and psychological 
responses of individuals to imposed demands, each important contributors to overall workload. 
For exarnple, thr  demand imposed on subjects may be extremely high, yet they may mitigate 
the levels of workload artually experirnred by shedding tasks, lowering their performance 
standards, or refusing L O  exert greater and greater levels of effort as task demands increase 
beyond a certain level. Thus. evaluation of subjects' responses t o  a task can provide additional 
information (even though thc brhavior occurred in response to  these demands) a s  well as 
highly correlated information. Finally, these scales can be driven independently, even though 
there is often no experimental reason 10 do so. 

Combination of Subscales 

Each of the select.ed subsrales provides useful and relevant information about different 
aspects of subjects' pxpcriences. However, a surnniary est,imate of the overall workload of 
a task is often nredrd. Since single O W  ratings have been found to  be quite variable among 
subjects and may reflect different factors across tasks. the idea of combining weighted rat- 
ings on subscales was suggested as  an alternative. However, the weighting procedure adopted 
for this set of experiments succeeded only in reduring B-S variabi1it.y. It did not provide esti- 
mates of workload tha t  were substantially more sensitive to  experimental manipulations than 
the global OW ratings. Similar sensitivity problems have been found with the SWAT tech- 
nique. It, too, relies on a priori, global judgements about the importance of different factors 
rather than on the subjective importance of specific variables within the target activity to 
reduce B-S variability. However, B-S variability is often very high for SWAT ratings. Stan- 
dard deviations tha t  are greater than 50% of the average magnitudes of ratings have been 
reported in a number of experiments (ref. 1-4, 11-14, 11-15). Despite the relative success of 
both techniques in identifying variations in workload associated with most experimental 
manipulations and obtained performance, neither scale has been able to account for a sub- 
stantial percentage of the variance. For example, a tracking task bandwidth manipulation 
resulted in highly significant differences in performance, yet accounted for only 8.96% ol 
the  WWL score variance and 6.16% of the SWAT ratings (refs. 11-14). Even though the 
former was statistically significant and the latter was not, neither represents the level of 
sensitivity required for a valid workload assessment technique. 

Quantification 

Taking into account the results of these and other experiments, it  is clear that  using the 
a priori  biases of subjects about workload to  weight or organize subscale ratings into a single 
workload value may not provide a sufficiently sensitive subjective rating technique. The ele- 
ment missing from both S W A T  and the WWL score is information about  the sources of work- 
load for the specific task to  be evaluated. Regardless of how individuals might personally 
define workload, workload is caused by different factors from one task to the next and subjects 
are  sensitive to factors tha t  are  included in, as  well a s  excluded from, their workload 
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definition. These may take precedence over their natural inclinations to  weigh one factor 
more heavily than another. Since the  workload of a task represents the weighted combination 
of factors that are  subjectively relevant during the performance of that  task, the weighting 
function must include information about the sources of loading specific to  that  task, as  well a s  
Q priori  subjective biases. The task-related drivers of Subjective experiences should be con- 
sistent across individuals who perform the same task. Thus, they should not increase B-S 
variability within experimental conditions. They do, however. affect the meaning of workload 
ratings from one task to  the next. By enhancing the rontribution of factors tha t  are most 
salient in  a particular task l o  the summary score: its sensitivity should be enhanced. 

Figure 8: NASA-TLX RATING SCALE DEFINITIONS 

~~~ 

Title Endpoints Descriptions 
~ __._ _______ - 

MENTAL DEMAND 

PHYSICAL DEhlAKD 

TEMPORAL DEMAND 

PERFORMANCE 

EFFORT 

FRUSTRATION LEVEL 

L oui /High 

Low/High 

Low/High 

good/poor 

L ow/High 

Lo w/Hig h 

How much mental and perceptual activity 
was required (e.g., thinking, deciding, calcu- 
lating, remembering, looking, searching, 
e t r . )?  Was the task easy or demanding, sim- 
ple or complex, exacting or forgiving? 

How much physical activit,y was required 
(e.g.. pushing, pulling, turning, controlling, 
activating. etc.)? Was the task easy or 
demanding. slow or brisk. slack or strenuous, 
restful or laborious? 

How much time pressure did y o u  feel due to  
the rate o r  pace a t  which the tasks or task 
elements occurred? Was the pace slow and 
leisurely or rapid and frantic? 

How successful do you think you were in 
accomplishing the goals of the  task set by 
the experimenter (or yourself)? How 
satisfied were you with your performance in 
accomplishing these goals? 

How hard did you have to work (mentally 
and physically) to  accomplish your level of 
performance? 

How insecure, discouraged, irritated, stressed 
and annoyed versus secure, gratified, con- 
tent, relaxed and complacent did you feel 
during the task? 
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('sing the set of six subscales proposed earlier (Figure 8) to represent the possible sourres 
of workload, the following approach might be taken based on the model of the psyrhological 
structure of subjective workload estimation presented in Figure 2. For each task (or set of 
similar tasks), the contribution of earh factor to  its overall workload could be det.errriined. 
Although these values could be assigned by an experimenter. the information that  is needed 
rrlat,es to the subjective importance of the factors ( w ) .  rather than simply their objective con- 
tribution ( I ) .  as i t  is Lhe former that inHuenres workload experiences most dirertly. Thr sim- 
plest way t o  obtain iriforrnatiori about subjertivr import.ance would be to ask subjerts 1.0 

assign values to earh o f  tht. s i x  scales (MD. PI>. TI). FR.  Or', E F )  aftrr a task or set of similar 
tasks is performed. T h e  same pair-wise roniparisori techniqui, used i l l  computing the weights 
f o r  the WWI, srore could tw adopted. Fifterri rornparisons would br required to decide whirh 
member of earh pair of the six fact.ors was most significant i n  creating the level of workload 
experienred in  performing a particular task. The decision-making proress is relatively simple 
from the subject's perspertive and is less tedious than t h e  36 roiriparisons used for the 9-factor 
wale or the 27-fartor rank-order used with SWAT. These values would be used to weight the 
magnitude ratings obtained for t.he six srales after each experimental condition. The advan- 
tage of task-specifir weights is that  the two sources of variability in ratings that  have been 
identified within tasks (subject's workload definitions) and between tasks (task-related 
differences in workload drivers) would be represented from the perspective of the raters. The 
alternatives of using weights provided by the creator of the t.ask to rrpresent the intended 
sources of loading, or weights that  represent nonspecific subjert biases, each ignore one poten- 
tial source of rating variability. A specific example of the proposed rating scale may be found 
in Appendix B. It summarizes the rating scale descriptions and format. the pairwise technique 
for determining the subjertive importance of each factor in a sperific. task, and a numerical 
example of the weighting procedure applied to ratings for two difficulty levels of one t.ask. 

Rating scales typically consist of an ordered sequence of response rategories that  are 
rlosed at both ends. End anchors are usually given to  provide a frame of reference and to 
define the correspondence between stimuli (workload experiences) and responses (rated lev- 
els). Thus. ratings represent romparative judgements against these extreme values. Our 
approach has been t,o ask subjects to provide ratings along a 12-crn line bounded by bipolar 
adjectives. The anchors are designed to have natural psychological meaning rather than arbi- 
t.rary values. and to  exceed the likely range of rat.ed experiences to  avoid the nonlinearities 
observed for extreme values. Anderson (ref. 1-1) and others have suggested that  this type of 
"graphical" format is preferable to discrete categories. The responses were quantified during 
d a t a  analysis by assigning values that ranged from 1 1.0 100. The resulting values did not 
represent a ratio scale, and may not have provided even int.erval data .  Ilowever, rating varia- 
bi1it.y was acceptably small, most of t h e  scale range was used arross tasks, and the numcri- 
cal values were reliahly rorrrlated with experimental manipulations. 

The SWAT t.erhnique allows only three discrete values to  be assigned to each factor- 
low, medium or high--although reference to a scale provided by the conjoint. analysis procedure 
gives interval workload ratings that, range from 1-100. The use of only three scale values is 
understandable from a practical point of view (a greater number would make the initial sort- 
ing procedure nearly impossible), however, it  significantly reduces the sensitivity of this tech- 
nique. The workload of most tasks lies somewhere in the mid-range, and subjects often avoid 
giving extreme values. Furthermore, scales with fewer than six or seven increments are  par- 
ticularly susceptible to  response nonlinearities near the endpoints and,  in addition, there are 
distribution effects (ref. 1-1). Furthermore, SWAT uses word labels for each interval, which 
may be risky because each may connote unequal subjective category widths (ref. 1-1). The 
strength of the SWAT technique lies in the fact that  it provides an interval scale of workload 
by virtue of the conjoint analysis technique employed. Although the benefits of this are clear 
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from a psychometric point of view, the practical cost of the procedure and the limitations it 
imposes on the range of rating values limits its utility. This is particularly true given the high 
B-S variability observed in the ratings. 

Thus, our  recommendation is that a fairly wide range of increments is desirable. Ander- 
son (ref. 1-1) suggested than the optimal range of rating steps is from 10 to 20. With more 
steps. ratings tend to cluster because subjects provide ratings in round numbers and are not 
sensitivr to very fin<, distinctions. Furthermore, graphir ratings that  are quantified on a scale 
from 1-100 with I-point increments suggest greater sensitivitj to experimental manipulations 
than subjects are likelg to be capable of producing. Disrrete numeric ratings could be 
obtained verbally (e.g.. 0-20) during an operational task where it  is not practically possible to  
present an analog scale for rating each factor on a computer display or paper-and-pencil form. 
However, graphic scales, represented by an unmarked continuum bounded by extreme anchor 
values, are preferable. This continuum can be divided into equal intervals during da ta  
analysis for scoring. 

Reference Tasks 

A final point will be considered briefly: the additional reduction in B-S variability tha t  
can be obtained with the introduction of a reference task. It is unlikely tha t  workload ratings 
are given absolutely o r  in reference to  a global internal scale of workload that  can be applied 
equally to  all tasks. Rather, subjects compare the current situation with similar experiences 
and evaluate its workload with reference to the ranges and magnitudes of common features; 
each subject may select different reference activities unless one is explicitly provided. Further- 
more, experimental conditions are often presented in  a counter-balanced order, and the pro- 
gression of task difficulties from easy to hard or vice versa may influence the subjective anchor 
points used in providing ratings differently. This source of rating variability is not obvious 
from the ratings tha t  are provided. Thus, even without an explicit reference task, presenting 
experimental subjects with illustrative examples of the range and average difficulties of the 
tasks to be evaluated helps provide a stable judgemental set and orients the subject to the 
types of tasks to  be performed (ref. 1-1). 

The use of reference tasks for workload ratings was suggested by Gopher (refs. 1-10, I- 
11). His initial suggestion was that  a single task could be presented as  a common reference 
within and between experiments. It could be assigned an arbitrary value and the workload lev- 
els of the remaining tasks rated with respect t o  this task. The initial hope was that  one task 
could be used a s  a reference for a wide range of different tasks. The goal was to  discover an 
underlying psychophysical function analogous to  that  existing for many perceptual processes 
involving objective, physical stimuli. He found, as  we did, that  the workload of different tasks 
may be caused by different factors. Thus, reference tasks must be selected that  share elements 
in common with the  experimental tasks. When this is done, ratings can be assigned to simi- 
lar tasks in comparison with a common activity. This approach could be coupled with the 
rating technique suggest.ed above. The reference task could be used to  obtain subjective esti- 
mates of the importance of the six workload-related factors for that  type of activity. These 
weights could be applied to each member of a set of experimental tasks in which the magni- 
tudes of different factors were experimentally varied. This would have the practical advantage 
of reducing the number of times importance weights would have t o  be obtained, and it would 
emphasize the salient characteristics of the reference task. The disadvantage of obtaining fac- 
tor weights for groups of tasks is the possibility that  the subjective importance of the factors 
might interact with variations in their magnitudes from one task to the next. This procedure 
would still be preferable to  unweighted ratings or a priori weights based on abstract features 
or levels. 
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n 

The great success of the Cooper-Harper Rating Scale for Aircraft Handling Qualities 
(refs. 1-3, 1-29) suggests the additional value of providing concrete examples of scale values. 
Test pilots use this rating procedure to provide subjective evaluations of the handling qualities 
of aircraft and aircraft simulations. They are  "calibrated" by experiencing different levels of 

aircraft handling qualities in  variable stability aircraft. This provides concrete experiences as  
rderences for each of the 10 scale values. By providing examples of tasks designated as  low or 
high workload, R-S rating variability could be redured. 

- 

Validat ion 

An extensive validation study u a s  ctirnple~ed recently to  determine (1) whether the six 
NASA-TLX subscales are adequate to rharacterize variations in the sources of workload 
among different tasks, (2)  whether the weights obtained from subjects are  diagnostic with 
respect to the source of workload unique to each task, and (3) whether the task-related weight- 
ing procedure provides a global workload score that  is sensitive to workload variations within 
and between tasks. Thirteen different experimental tasks were presented t o  a group of six 
male subjecLs. Blocks of experimental trials were repeated a t  least eight times per task, 
although many were repeated more often to  present different experimental manipulations 
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within a task. The t.asks included manual control (one axis compensatory tracking, subcritical 
instability tracking. step tracking, target acquisition), perception (iconic memory, pattern 
recognition), short-term memory ( the Sternberg task, serial pattern matching), cognitive pro- 
cessing (mental rotation, logical reasoning, serial arithmetic, time production), parallel and 
serial dual-tasks (variations of FITTSBERG, two axis compensatory tracking), and the POP- 
CORN supervisory control task. The experimental tasks were grouped according to  the 
categories in the initial da ta  base: ( 1 )  SINGLE-COGNITI\'E, ( 2 )  SINGLE-MANUAL, (3)  
DL'AL-TASK. (4)  FITTSBERG. (5)  and POPCORN. The SIMI'LATIOR' category was not 
included. The initial results will be discussed very briefly to illustrate the success of the pro- 
posed rating scale i n  meeting its objert,ives. A more complete description of the experimental 
tasks, procedure. and results is in progress. 

Weights 

Subjects were able to specifj which factors contributed most (and least) to  the workload 
they experienced during each type of task. As  an example the weights given for one task 
selected from each category are depicted in Figure 9. The workload sources for one of the 
tasks in  each category (weights) are represented as deviations from an "average" weight of 2.5. 
The values each weight could attain ranged from 0 to  5 (not a t  all important to  more impor- 
tant  than any other factor, respectively). The subject.ive evaluations of the contribution of 
different sources of workload varied significantl) among the different types of tasks. These 
evaluations reflected the objective experimental manipulations (e.g., MD, PD, and T D )  as well 
a s  the subjects' individual responses t o  them (e.g.. OF). EF. F R ) .  For example, MD was the 
most significant contribiitor to the workload of the logical reasoning task, while P D  was the 
most significant contributor to the workload of the subcritical instability tracking. For 
different tasks that  shared common sources of loading, similar patterns of weights were found. 
For example, MD was the primary source of workload for SINGLE-COGNITIVE tasks tha t  

Table 11: Validation Study 
Correlations among bipolar ratings 

P D  .57 
.50 1 z! :! ::: 1:; .40 I 

Table 12: Validation Study 

Beta weights for the  six rating subscales regressed on OW (*=p<.OI) 

FR .54 .44 .52 .57 .69 
ow .84 .70 .67 .46 .84 .70 

~~ _____.._~~ .- 

M D  P D  T D  OP E F  F R  
~ - -  

SINGLE-COGNITIVE .88 .43* .15* .04 .o 1 .33* .13* 

SINGLE-MANUAL .78' .38* .39* .11*  .12* .21* .oo 

POPCORN .90 .34* .23* .22* .03 .19* .lo* 

DUAL-TASKS .a2 .41* .19* .02 .09* .29* .20* 

FITTSBERG .86 .32* .24* .IT* .09* .16* .19* 

OVERALL .86 .38* .22* .08 .05 .24* .16* 
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had no time constraints, whereas both MD and TD were equally important for SINGLE- 
COGKITIVE tasks t,hat placed time limits on information gathering, processing, or response. 

When weights were obtained several times for the same task, the relative importance of 
task-related factors did not changr signifirantly, although the importance of the subjects’ emo- 
tional responses to  the task (e.g., FH)  was reduced as task performance improved through 
training. When weights were obtained for different components of a romplex task, they dis- 
tinguished among the sources of load unique to each task corrlpont.nt as  well a s  for the com- 
bined tasks. 

I t  is clear from the results of analyses performed on thr  wrights. that the sources of load 
do. indeed, vary among tasks (a t  least, from the perspectives o f  the raters). Although these 
weights still reflect some individual differences in the subjertive importance of different factors, 
the variat.ions i n  sources of workload characteristic of different types of activities provides a 
more potent description of the task chararteristics than could the a pr ior i  weights obtained 
from each rat.er. I t  is likely that  these differences should be taken into account when comput- 
ing a weighted average. Furthermore, the values assigned to each fact,or averaged across sub- 
jects provided a diagnost,ic tool. By identifying the specific source of workload in a task it pro- 
vides a basis for deciding how to modify iinacccptably high levels of workload in operat,ional 
environments. 

R a t i n g s  
As wc found with the initial set of nine scales. ratings on some of the s i x  NASA-TLX 

subscales were significantly correlated (Table 1 1 ) ;  however. the six subscales apprared to be 
somewhat more independent than werr the original nine wales. For some fartors ( e . g . ,  T D  
and FR)  magnitude ratings were highly rorrelat,ed with thr  subjective importance placed on 
that fact.or as  a source of workload. For example. time prwsure was a significant source of 
workload only when it was high. When MI) or P D  was a primary source of workload, however, 
the m a g n i t u d e  ratings were not necessarily high. For example. PI) was considered to be the 
prirnary source of load for the subrritical tracking task, yet PD ratings were quite low (26). 
Many tasks werr thought to  have MD as a prirnary source of  workload. yet MD ratings ranged 
from 20 to 66. depcmding on the magnitude of the mental demands each task placed on the 
subjects. EF  was considered to  be a moderately important source of workload (weights varied 
from 1.2 to 2.8) for every task and EF ratings were ronsistently highlj rorrelated with OW 
ratings. The iniportanrc of OP varied widely across tasks (weights varied from .8 to  3.3) ,  yet, 
OP ratings were relatively unrelated to  OW ratings. As expectkd. the sensitivity of individual 
scales to experimental manipulations varied depending on the sources of load and ranges of 
levels in each task. 

As with the initial d a t a  base, ratings on the six NASA-TLX subscales were regressed 
against OW ratings within each category and across categories. Table 12  shows that  these six 
scales were able t o  account for a highly significant percentage of the variance in OW ratings 
(r-squared values ranged from 0.78 to  0.90), even though their numbers was reduced from the 
original nine. In addition, the correlation among the regression coefficients were rarely 
significant, providing additional evidenre that  t.hese six scales represent, relatively independent 
sources of information about the workload imposed by different tasks. 

Within each experiment, the B-S variability in the magnitude of the WWL ratings for 
the six subscales was generally less than the B-S variability of global OW ratings. In contrast 
to  the subject-related weights used in the previous set of experiments, however, the task- 
related weights provided workload estimates tha t  were more sensitive to  experimental mani- 
pulations than the global workload OW ratings were. When TD, MD or PD was varied within 
a task the ratings obtained for these factors were significantly different. Since these factors 
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were also weighted more heavily in computing the averaged weighted workload score, the sen- 
sitivity of the summar? value was enhanced as well. Highly significant differences in subjec- 
tive workload ratings wvre found within each experiment that  reflected meaningful experimen- 
tal manipulations whicti covaried with objective performance measures. Using the POPCORN 
tasks as  ari example, both the rate of movement of task elenients and the inter-arrival rate of 
groups of elements resulted in highly significant differences among scores. Average scores 
ranged from 200 to 700 between the most difficult and the easiest versions while average work- 
load ratings ranged from 47 to 73 for the same experimental ronditions. O n  the other hand. 
where performance differences were not found (e.g.. anlorig replications once asyrnpLotic per- 
formance levels wen’ reached). subjective workload rrwasures Werr not significantly different. 

In a different study. we looked at the effect of administering the IVASA-TLX either ver- 
bally, by paper-and-pencil, or by computer. Subjects provided T L X  ratings following asymp- 
totic performanre of two levels (E ,H)  of three tasks (target acquisition. grammatical reason- 
ing, and unstable tracking) using the three methods. On the average, ratings obtained by the 
computer method were 2 points higher than by the verbal method, and 7 points higher than 
by the paper-and-pencil method. Although the ratings obtained by the computer method were 
significantly different than those obtained by the the paper-and-pencil method, the absolute 
differenres i n  nunibers are less important than the fact tha t  the patterns in the magnitudes of 
the ratings were extremely consistent for all tasks. The correlations among the three methods 
were very high: computer vs verbal = .96, computer vs paper/pencil = .94, and verbal vs 
paper/penril = .95. 

This study was conducted again four weeks lat.er to  evaluate the test ‘retest reliability in 
the rating techniques. The relationships among the three methods were the same in the initial 
test as  in the retest: there were no significant differences between ratings given for a task in  
the initial test and ratings for that same task in t.he retest. for any of the three riiethods. The 
correlation between the test,’retest ratings was .83.  Despite the consistency in the patterns of 
ratings in t,he three mct.hods, wc feel the verbal method is the least desirable method, even 
though it is the easiest to  administer. In particular, confusion can arise due  to population 
stereotypes about whether ones own performance should have a high number associated with 
good performance and a low number associated with bad performance. In  the TLX scale, good 
performance is ass0ciatc.d with a low number, as lower workload is usually accompanied by 
better performance. 

SUMMARY 

This chapter has presented the rationale behind the design of the NASA-TLX for subjec- 
tive workload assessment based on the results of a three-year research effort. Given the many 
problems outlined above. the  ability of subjects to  give meaningful ratings is remarkable. 
Because this area has received relatively little theoretical attention, our goal was to provide a 
da ta  base containing examples of a wide variety of activities from which general principles and 
relationships could be drawn. 

Until recently, suhjective ratings have been treated as  tools that  are subject to  undesir- 
able biases and that represent the discredited practice of Introspectiori. Instead, it appears 
that  the biases observed in workload ratings, as  for subjective evaluations of other factors, 
may actually reflect interesting and significant cognitive processes (ref. 1-1 ) .  At least five 
sources of rating variability were identified: (1) variations in the objective and subjective 
importance of different features to  the workload of different tasks; (2) experimental variations 
in the magnitudes of different factors; (3) differences in the rules by which individuals com- 
bine information about the task, their own behavior, and psychological responses to  the task 
into subjective workload experiences; (4 )  difficulties associated with translating a subjective 
experience into a n  overt evaluation; and ( 5 )  lack of sensitivity to  experimental manipulations 
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or psychological processes. T o  some extent, these variables are  under experimental control. 
However, the subjective experience of workload represents the intersection between 
objective task demands and each individual's response to them. Thus, uncontrolled sources 
of variability are necessarily introduced. Differences in  workload associated with the specific 
composition of a task and its psychological counterpart can be identified though subjective 
reports about specific (rather than abstract or general) artivities. This information is included 
in  the proposed multi-dimensional rating scale, N A S A - T L S .  in the form of weights applied to  
ratings for specifir factors. The last t w o  sources of variability, I hose related t,o psychometric 
and sensitivity problems, arc  likely t.o remain as uncontrolled and undesirablr sourres of rat,- 
ing variabilit,y. However. by soliciting appropriate subscales, weight.ing fartors. scale designs, 
and reference tasks, there should be a sufficient improvement in sensitivity and stability so 
that  these other sources of variability should only add "noise" rather than compromise the 
utility of subjective ratings as  a significant and practical source of information about work- 
load. 

From all of the information obtained in the initial analysis of the original da ta  base and 
from the preliminary analysis of the set of experiments included in the validation study, it 
appears that the N A S A - T L X  scale is more sensitive to  experimental manipulations of work- 
load than either a global rating or a combination of subscales weighted to reflect the 4 priori 
biases of the subjects only. Furthermore, each of the six subscales was found to  be the primary 
source of loading in a t  least one experiment and to contribute to  the workload of others. Each 
factor was, therefore, able to  contribute independent information about the structure of 
different tasks. Thus, N A S A - T L X  provides additional information about the t.asks that  is not 
available from either S W A T  or the original. nine-factor scale. 

N A S A - T L X  ratings were obtained quickly (it took less than one minute to obtain the six 
ratings after each experimental condition). In addition, it took no more than two minutes to 
obtain the weights for each different type of task. This suggests that the proposed multi- 
dimensional rating scale would be a practical tool to apply in  operational environments (which 
the nine-factor scale was not) and da ta  analysis is substantially easier to accomplish than it is 
with S W A T ,  which requires a specialized conjoint analysis program. The weighted combina- 
tion of factors provides a sensitive indicator of the overall workload between different tasks 
and among different levels of each task, while the weights and the magnitude of the ratings of 
the individual scales provide important diagnostic information about  the specific source of 
loading within the task. 
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APPENDIX A: Sample Application of the NASA-TLX. 

EXAMPLE: 

COMPARE WORKLOAD OF TWO TASKS THAT REQUIRE A SERIES OF DISCRETE 
RESPONSES. THE PRIMARY DIFFICULTY MANIPULATION IS THE INTER-STIMULUS 
INTERVAL ( ISIJ - (TASK 1 = 500 msec. TASK 2 = 300 msecl 

PAIR-WISE COMPARISONS OF FACTORS: 

INSTRUCTIONS: SELECT THE MEMBER OF EACH PAIR THAT PROVIDED THE MOST 
SIGNIFICANT SOURCE OF WORKLOAD VARIATION IN  THESE TASKS 

PD 

63 
OP 

FR 

I @  

I MD 

I MD 

TD f FR 8 TD I EF 

OP I EF 

EF / FR 

TALLY OF IMPORTANCE 
SELECTIONS 

MO Ill = 3 
PD = 0 
TD I I I I I  = 5 
OPI  = 1 
FR I l l  = 3 
EF Ill = 3 

SUM = 15 

RATING SCALES: 

INSTRUCTIONS: PLACE A MARK ON EACH SCALE THAT REPRESENTS THE MAGNI. 
TUDE OF EACH FACTOR IN THE TASK YOU JUST PERFORMED 

DEMANDS RATINGS FOR TASK 1: RATING WEIGHT PRODUCT 

MO LOW 

PD LOW 

TO LOW 
OP EXCL 

FR LOW 

EF LOW 

X I HIGH 30 X 3 = 

X I HIGH 15 X 0 = 

X I HIGH 60 X 5 = 

X I POOR 40 X 1 = 

X I HIGH 30 X 3 = 

X I HIGH 40 X 3 = 

SUM 
WEIGHTS (TOTAL) = 

MEAN WWL SCORE = 

90 

0 

150 

40 
90 

120 

490 
- 

DEMANDS RATINGS FOR TASK 2: RATING WEIGHT PRODUCT 

MD LOW I x I HIGH 30 X 3 = 90 

PD LOW I x I HIGH 25 X 0 = 0 

TD LOW I X I HIGH 70 X 5 = 350 
OP EXCL I X I POOR 50 X 1 = 50 
FR LOW I X I HIGH 50 X 3 = 150 

EF LOW I x I HIGH 30 X 3 = 90 

SUM = 730 

WEIGHTS(T0TALJ = 15 

MEANWWLSCORE = 

- 

RESULTS: 

SUBSCALES PINPOINT SPECIFIC SOURCE OF WORKLOAD VARIATION BETWEEN 
TASKS (TDJ. THE WWL SCORE REFLECTS THE IMPORTANCE OF THIS AND OTHER 
FACTORS AS WORKLOAD-DRIVERS AND THEIR SUBJECTIVE MAGNITUDE IN 
EACH TASK 
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